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Abstract
The influence of reading and writing skill-based anxieties on second language acquisition (SLA) has centered
around classroom lesson delivery. Furthermore, those few studies that included online lesson delivery were
performed prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. In Japan, the emergency change to online lesson delivery due to
COVID-19 is reaching the end of a second year, with some university undergraduates having experienced only
online delivery. This quantitative study using hierarchical multiple regression analysis measures two cohorts in
first-year, and second-year mandatory English writing courses at a university in Japan with an anonymous
questionnaire. Results show a lack of significant influence of COVID-19 on the students’ anxiety scores when
compared to computer difficulty. Additionally, a comparison of first-year and second-year cohorts suggests that
time in online delivery does not significantly influence skill-based reading or writing anxiety. While limitations
exist regarding sample size, gender, and the use of a single-item scale, implications for online delivery and
addressing computer know-how by instructors and students are proposed.
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1.

Introduction

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared that the COVID-19 virus had become a
pandemic. By that time, governments worldwide were already implementing measures to reduce the spread of
the virus by limiting social contact. Soon, confusion and uncertainty of the pandemic made their way into the
educational sphere. Biber et al. (2020), discussing universities in the United States, noted that ’university’ often
represents home to the students, so disruptions to their day-to-day life, and removal of the opportunities for
socializing needed by students to create and maintain relationships, would lead to increased levels of anxiety.
They feared for the students’ physical health, mental health, and academic achievement during this
unprecedented time.
Across the Pacific Ocean in Japan, then Prime Minister, Shinzō Abe, ordered schools from primary and up
closed at the end of February, creating havoc for families and students alike (Denyer & Kashiwagi, 2020). This
measure was done before the WHO’s official declaration of the pandemic in March. Furthermore, those school
closures were extended through the spring vacation period between the end of the school year in March and
the April start of the new school year. During this time the culturally important university entrance ceremonies
are held. Tied to the blooming of the iconic sakura cherry trees, these ceremonies represent a significant rite of
passage for children moving into adulthood. It is a celebration of acceptance into a new group as seen from the
uchi-soto, insider vs. outsider, dynamic in Japanese culture, and the culmination of untold hours of mental and
physical hardship in primary and secondary school (Poole, 2002; Tokyo, 2018). However, for 2020 and 2021,
these ceremonies were canceled, followed by a hectic shift to emergency remote teaching (ERT). As a result, all
chances for on-campus social interaction were severely limited (Ando, 2021; Masutani, 2020).
Adding to the students’ difficulties, universities, schools, and other educational institutions were vastly
underprepared and ill-equipped for this rapid, unexpected shift to online education (Nae, 2020). As a point of
reference, Japan’s business and educational culture has maintained a strong emphasis on person-to-person
meetings despite technological adoption in boardrooms and classrooms abroad. Thus, students and educators
were ill-equipped for the sudden move online. This shock was evidenced through debates around finding a
contactless, work-from-home replacement for physical hanko name stamps used to sign documents and the
rush for web cameras, headsets, and microphones, the accouterments of telework, at electronics retailers across
the nation (Fujikawa, 2020; “Web kamera hanbai,” 2020). There was some backlash to the move to ERT, with
1

some students demanding a rebate of their school fees unless face-to-face lessons were reinstated (“Daigaku,”
2020). Many lessons had returned to in-class delivery by the end of the year. According to a survey done from
October to December 2020, 50.4% of universities had returned at least half of their courses to face-to-face
lessons (Ministry of Education, 2020). However, many courses, including all the researcher’s university-level
courses, remained online throughout the 2021 school year, with plans for the 2022 school year still undecided.
Research and advice have begun to appear in academic journals and governmental sources regarding
managing education during this pandemic. Offering recommendations for the general populace, Habersaat et
al. (2020) advise that increasing student resilience and self-efficacy will combat false information and fear
regarding the virus and efforts to combat it. This recommendation parallels the advice of Biber et al. (2020), who
claim that promoting coping techniques, social support, and presenting quality online instruction would help
decrease student anxiety levels. These factors mentioned above: self-efficacy, coping, social support, quality of
instruction, and disruptions—notably those that shock the worldview of a student—also play a role in the
process of second language acquisition (SLA) (Guiora, 1983). Of interest, Biber et al. (2020) found greater anxiety
levels among American university students compared to pre-COVID-19 measures. Although that study was
performed in the United States, even with the differences between the university and student social life
between Japanese and American students taken into account, one could easily assume that COVID19 disruptions
would negatively influence students and lead to greater levels of anxiety. Investigations by Ando (2021) and Nae
(2020) support this supposition of increased anxiety among students. Aware that his students may be suffering
from increased anxiety related to COVID-19 and ERT but unable to meet students in person and make a
satisfactory judgment, the researcher became concerned for their mental well-being and any subsequent
possible adverse effects on their achievement. At the same time, he also noticed that COVID-19 presented more
as an annoyance than trauma or anxiety as judged by student in-class writing. With the status of the students
unknown, the researcher sought a way to measure the influence of COVID-19 and ERT on student anxiety related
to their SLA courses.

1.1. Present Study
The study presented herein explores the influence of COVID-19 and online delivery on measures of skill-based
SLA anxiety for reading and writing as it pertains to a required English writing course for first and second-year
university students in Japan. It focuses on two cohorts of students in a specialized department of a nationally
2

recognized university in Japan who had the dubious experience of entering university in 2020 and 2021 during
the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, both cohorts could not have in-class instruction for their mandatory English
writing courses throughout the 2020 and 2021 school years. Instead, their lessons were delivered online
synchronously and asynchronously using various learning management systems and supplementary online
materials. Using an anonymous online questionnaire with measures for skill-based writing anxiety, skill-based
reading anxiety, trait anxiety, COIVD-19 anxiety, and feedback on the course, the researcher analyzed the factors
that influenced writing anxiety as experienced by the students.
The research will be presented in seven chapters beginning with this introduction. Following this, a literature
review will cover the foundational research into SLA anxiety, online SLA course delivery, and the influence of
COVID-19 for education, along with a presentation of the two research questions. The third chapter will cover
the methodology used in the present research covering the theoretical framework, SLA influences, researcher
positionality, the sample and setting, approval and ethics, instruments used, the procedure used, and analysis.
The fourth and fifth chapters will present the results, including tests for normality and reliability, and discuss
those results. The sixth chapter will disclose the study’s limitations and suggest research implications. Lastly, the
paper will offer a brief conclusion which the appendixes will then follow.

3

2.

Literature Review

The foundations for the present study can be broken into three major topics. To begin, the literature review
will trace the study of skill-based SLA anxieties. Secondly, it will investigate online lesson delivery, focusing on
those studies that address anxiety and SLA. Lastly, a selection of studies regarding the impact of COVID-19 on
education, primarily tertiary education in Japan, will be reviewed.

2.1. Foreign Language Anxiety
Several studies have found that anxiety hurts SLA course achievement and grades. Stated directly, “foreignlanguage anxiety is a predictor of success in language class” (Aida, 1994; Horwitz, 1988; Horwitz et al., 1986;
MacIntyre & Gardner, 1989, p. 254). Over the years, the definition of foreign language anxiety has evolved and
become more focused. For example, Rodríguez and Abreu (2003) define foreign language anxiety “as a situationspecific anxiety arising from the uniqueness of the formal learning of a [foreign language]” (p. 365). This
definition highlights that SLA is a process unlike learning mathematics or history. This uniqueness is reinforced
in a course where the language is the target and the medium of instruction and the need for learner-instructor,
learner-learner, and learner-content interactions (Russell & Murphy-Judy, 2020).
Vygotsky (1934/2012), writing almost a century ago, describes the mechanism at play when we humans
acquire their first language. The course in which humans grow into their first language (or first languages for
children born in a multilingual environment) runs in contrast to how humans explicitly learn a second language
(or third, or fourth, and so on). In other words, subsequent language acquisition, performed after early childhood,
is done with the knowledge of the initial language(s) already integrated into the child’s thought processes. As
the child acquires their first language (L1) before the so-called critical period, they can layer grammar rules and
other technical aspects of language on top of this core. However, a second language (L2) introduced after this
critical period acquisition will be seen through the frame of the original L1.
Current research in language education has evolved with an eye towards communicative competency and a
focus on acquisition (Richards, 2005; Russell & Murphy-Judy, 2020). However, the practice of language
education outside of the anglophone cultural context largely remains unchanged due to structural and cultural
tensions (Amano & Poole, 2005; Kuramoto & Koizumi, 2018; Laskowski, 2014). Furthermore, in locations where
the chance for serendipitous engagement with the target language is far and few between, such as studying
English in Japan or studying Japanese in the USA, the classroom becomes the primary forum where the target
4

language is experienced. The formal environment outweighs the informal (Krashen, 1976). Exceptional cases
such as international marriages aside, most English students in Japan are progressing from the technical and
grammatical aspects of language towards understanding the emotional and communicative aspects. Hence, the
emotional and communicative aspects of language which develop as a child grows are, on the other hand, the
more challenging aspects to deliberately learn as a second language for these students. Lacking this core
communicative ability, the L2 learner has less agency and will have more stress in terms of the Job DemandControl-Support model of stress (Karasek, 1979).
Furthermore, Guiora (1983) describes SLA as presenting a threat to the learner’s identity and challenges the
learner’s understanding and beliefs about how the world works. Therefore, learning a second language becomes
a psychologically tricky undertaking. In addition to this lack of agency, there exists a constant chance of failure
and judgment from native speakers (NS), who may also be in a position of power, such as the instructor. In other
words, students may feel that their “performance is constantly monitored,” and this slow burn can fatigue the
learner (Horwitz et al., 1986, p. 127; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1991a, 1991b). In agreement with Vygotsky
(1934/2012), the connection between self-expression and self-concept is emphasized in a way that makes
language learning unique. Outside of theory, students also self-report more feelings of anxiety in SLA classes.
While most students feel they are average language learners, studies have shown that most language learners
will be significantly affected by some aspect of anxiety during their language learning journey (Horwitz, 1988;
Horwitz et al., 1986). Therefore, anxiety is an expected aspect of SLA but to what degree is it detrimental?
Scovel (1978), in a seminal article on affect and anxiety in foreign language learning, spurned the debate about
facilitating versus debilitating anxiety and called for a more systematic approach to studying the influence of
anxiety on language learners. Before Scovel (1978), studies on anxiety in education assumed general learning
anxiety or communicative anxiety, covering the L1 (MacIntyre & Gardner, 1989). The study of anxiety was
furthered by Tobias (1983), working on mathematics anxiety, who compared the act of learning to computing
with input, processing, and output stages. He theorized that anxiety would interfere during these acts and
distract the learner from focusing on the task on hand by injecting negative thoughts about one’s self-image and
self-accessed ability. This finding was later confirmed in SLA literature by research on a cohort of Anglophone
Canadians studying L2 French, which found that anxiety negatively affected the input and output stages
(MacIntyre & Gardner, 1989, 1991a). For SLA researchers to move forward with establishing SLA anxiety, two
5

problems existed: first was to support SLA anxiety as a construct independent of general anxiety. Second, they
had to standardize the measurement of this new construct.
Headway was made in standardizing SLA anxiety measurement by including anxiety as a minor part of a more
extensive theory regarding SLA motivation built around the Attitudes and Motivation Test Battery (AMTB)
instrument (Gardner, 1985). However, the AMTB did not focus on or measure anxiety directly as some studies
only considered anxiety a latent variable (MacIntyre & Gardner, 1989, 1991b). Of note, Gardner and his
colleagues studied from their advantageous location in nominally bilingual Canada, where a strong but far
outnumbered community of French-speaking Quebecois cohabitate with the English-speaking majority, and
both sides actively engage in SLA. While this location has many benefits to the study of SLA, there have been
arguments about the generalizability of the Canadian context to other language learning situations globally
(Dörnyei, 2009). Additionally, the AMTB was broader, combining many factors when learning a language. This
point was argued by Samimy and Tabuse (1992), who write that using prominent macro-scale traits to predict
situationally dependent behavior is problematic in cases like SLA anxiety. While SLA anxiety was noticed, the
research was still in the beginning stages.
The next step in SLA anxiety came from researchers in Texas who saw the same issue of unstandardized
instruments being used and sought to create a standard instrument for use by researchers and SLA professionals
to measure the anxiety levels in their classes. Working towards a distinct construct of SLA anxiety in the
classroom, researchers saw three lower-order performance anxieties that made up foreign language anxiety:
communication apprehension, test anxiety, and fear of negative evaluation. Combining these into a single
measurement begot the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLACS) (Horwitz et al., 1986). Soon,
MacIntyre and Gardner (1991b), in a review of foreign language anxiety studies, endorsed the FLACS for use in
situation-specific studies (e.g., in the classroom). However, the FLACS has not been free of problems. Supporting
MacIntyre and Gardner’s (1989) previous findings, Aida (1994) found through exploratory factor analysis that
test anxiety, measured in the FLACS, was not a significant component of the model with negative evaluation and
speaking anxiety having greater significance. However, Aida (1994) concluded that the FLACS was effective as a
standardized measure of classroom SLA anxiety, or in other words, skill-based speaking anxiety. While we can
see that the FLACS covers verbal communication, what of the different components of language: reading, writing,
and listening?
6

Expanding on the FLACS, Saito et al. (1999) hypothesized that skill-based reading anxiety might differ from
skill-based speaking anxiety due to scripts and ambiguous cultural signals. Thus, they created the Foreign
Language Reading Anxiety Scale (FLRAS) as a measurement. While a positive correlation between FLACS and
FLRAS scores was found, their hypothesis that unfamiliar scripts and culture would lead to greater anxiety was
not supported. However, the study did find evidence that reading anxiety is a related but separate construct to
the speaking anxiety measured in the FLACS. Their finding further reinforced this, which showed that SLA anxiety
did not diverge among the three target languages studied, something also found by Rodríguez and Abreu (2003).
Finally, commenting on why their hypothesis regarding unfamiliar scripts failed, the authors proposed that once
the learner understood the new script, the more “phonetically dependable” a written language was exerted
greater influence on anxiety levels (Saito et al., 1999, p. 212).
Additionally, they felt that instructors of target languages similar to the learner’s L1 may not have spent
sufficient time giving explicit instruction for reading—something that rings true for the researcher’s own failed
experience with high school French. This idea would also be buttressed by the finding that students were not
scared of new scripts and that they will, of their own accord, mentally separate the reading/writing and
speaking/listening aspects of the target language (Saito et al., 1999). Furthermore, this corresponds with other
studies into study abroad that have found that extreme differences between the L1 and host language and
culture can be seen as novel and provide a hook to motivate the student (Pearson-Evans, 2006).
Zhao et al. (2013) furthered the dialogue about skill-based reading anxiety who investigated American
university students learning Chinese. This research offers a critique on the original belief by MacIntyre and
Gardner (1991a) that reading anxiety should decrease with time. Zhao et al. (2013) claim that this ignores the
difference in scripts and the background cultural knowledge of the target language, leading to greater difficulties
as reading tasks become less based on concrete settings and become more esoteric. Thus, their study suggests
that foreign language reading anxiety is exacerbated by a target language that uses a different writing system
than the L1. Refuting Saito and Samimy (1996), they argued that insufficient explicit instruction on the cultural
background and unsophisticated reading techniques left students relying on direct translation, which led to
increased foreign language reading anxiety. In agreement, Miyanaga (2005) points out that the original FLRAS
was built on the idea that first-year university students lacked experience learning language with unfamiliar
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scripts or culture during their primary or secondary education. While this rings true for hegemonic monolingual
Anglophones from highly developed nations, this may not be the case in other contexts.
To summarize, Saito et al. (1999) made educators aware of the vital difference between reading and speaking
anxiety in SLA, warning them not to assume that speaking ability in students will automatically lead to reading
ability. Elsewhere Zhao et al. (2013) added sophistication by contextualizing SLA reading anxiety, arguing that
researchers needed a better grasp of the languages, cultures, and teaching conventions before making
intercultural generalizations.
Similarly, Cheng et al. (1999) began to tackle skill-based writing anxiety. Like skill-based speaking and reading
anxiety, previous studies were mixed, and there was no established measure for classroom use, along with a
lack of data from cross-cultural samples. Another gap they found regarding SLA anxiety was its measurement in
non-traditional classrooms and writing specific courses. The measure created combined an adapted version of
the Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension Test (DMWAT) and a modified version of the FLACS to match their sample
(Gungle & Taylor, 1989). While the study found that the two instruments did overlap at places, they were not
measuring the same constructs. Not surprisingly, there was a more significant effect for the FLACS in the
communication class, while the DMWAT proved the same for the writing course. In other words, matching a
skill-based anxiety measure to the course content was supported.
Furthermore, and supporting the differentiation between the skill-based anxieties, Cheng et al. (1999) found
that each anxiety would affect the students differently. This finding led to the recommendation that getting
more detailed measures of the skill-based anxieties experienced by students would allow instructors to diagnose
anxiety-related problems with greater effectiveness. Ultimately studies on skill-based reading and writing
anxiety found that increased anxiety levels lead to poorer grade performance and established separate
constructs of reading and writing skill-based anxieties, albeit by adapting an instrument initially meant for the
participant’s L1 (Cheng et al., 1999; Gungle & Taylor, 1989; Saito et al., 1999).
The last of these four aspects of SLA is listening, which has not seen as much interest from the research
community despite having the most significant influence on performance, as we will see below. Once more,
coming from the Texas-based circle of researchers, a Foreign Language Listening Anxiety Scale (FLLAS) was
developed (Kim, 2000, 2002, 2005). The initial research found this new instrument to correlate strongly with the
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FLCAS while retaining independence, establishing skill-based listening anxiety as detrimental to SLA achievement.
This finding was later supported in a study of Iranian students learning English using the same instruments by
Serraj and bt. Noordin (2013). In Japan, Kimura (2008, 2017) adapted the FLLAS scale to the Japanese language,
shortened it, and used it to investigate the nature of foreign language listening anxiety as a concept itself,
settling on a two-factor understanding of self-focused apprehension and task-focused apprehension. Findings
showed that self-focused apprehension was significantly more influential on low proficiency learners than on
higher proficiency learners corresponding to the work of Guiora (1983). To challenges of in. Lastly, working in
China, Liu and Xu (2021) used the FLLAS to find that gender and English proficiency acted as moderators on
foreign language listening anxiety.
With this, all four skill-based anxieties, reading, writing, speaking, and listening, were established and
operationalized in research. The autonomy of these skill-based anxieties as separate constructs has been
affirmed by Pae (2012). She found that "each of the four skill-based anxieties made an independent contribution
to students' general foreign language classroom anxiety" through the use of Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
(p. 248). Towards the present research context, these measures have also been applied to research in Japan,
albeit primarily in the university context (Kawashima, 2008). To conclude, MacIntyre (2017) condenses the
history of SLA anxiety studies into three phases. First a confounding phase, then a specialized phase, and now a
dynamic phase. In other words, first was broadly conceiving SLA anxiety, then reaching greater resolution by
breaking it into the four skill-based anxieties. Now, using a dialectical materialist lens, finding synthesis through
applying these skill-based anxiety measures, and looking towards their interaction with other factors. Towards
that end, recently, there have been meta-analyses of existing research into SLA anxiety. In separate papers,
Teimouri et al. (2019) and Zhang (2019) claimed that SLA anxiety negatively correlates with achievement means
of r =-.36 and r=-.34, respectively, with papers finding that listening anxiety had the most significant impact.
Keeping in line with the idea presented above that anxiety is an inherent part of SLA, Zhang (2019) closes with
a warning to instructors saying that although proficiency may improve, anxiety may remain.
There have been debates and detractors throughout the development of these skill-based anxiety measures,
which generally center around the issue of causation. A faction argues that students’ inability to comprehend
the “phonological, syntactic and semantic components of language” causes anxiety (Sparks & Ganschow, 1991,
p. 10; Sparks et al., 2000). To these researchers, the mechanisms of language are seen as a significant hindrance
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to SLA success. Cheng et al. (1999) succinctly summarized their argument as aptitude, specifically the lack of it,
creates anxiety. Some researchers do recognize this argument. For example, in their study of skill-based reading
anxiety, Saito et al. (1999) warn that aptitude-related issues affecting reading could cause the problems they
discovered. However, in more recent longitudinal research on Spanish learners in primary and secondary schools
in the USA using the FLRAS among a battery of other measures, it was argued that having separate skill-based
anxiety for reading was unfounded (Sparks, Luebbers, et al., 2018; Sparks, Patton, et al., 2018). Instead, the
authors claim that the foreign language anxiety instrument only measured student ability and aptitude. This
claim was made because the researchers found individual differences in early L1 skill correlated to later L2
studies. In particular, they found that L1 achievement correlates to L2 achievement and that L2 anxiety scores
could predict L1 ability, supporting putting the ability chicken before the anxiety egg.
In response to these allegations, MacIntyre (1995) writes that “aptitude can influence anxiety, anxiety can
influence performance, and performance can influence anxiety” in a circular fashion (p. 95). Continuing, he
argues that the hypothesis presented by Sparks and Ganschow does not account for the “language learning
context” (p. 97). This argument could be seen through a combination of Dörnyei's (2009) L2 motivational selfsystem and Cummings’ (2008) basic interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) / cognitive academic language
proficiency (CALP) distinction. Learners who work towards a positive L2 using identity will find concurrence with
the BICS side of language. On the other hand, those who are negatively pressured to study through external
pressures are orientated towards the CALP side. Hence, language learning is roughly divided into a dynamic
system placing the emotional and material aspects of language in opposition. In this view, the student who has
strong BICS skills and has an L2 ideal self to motivate their learning may not suffer from anxiety-related
hindrances; however, the mechanisms of language may defeat them. In this case, the ability would come first.
Students who can communicate with confidence and have a concrete goal for their language studies may be
hindered by the grammar and technical aspects of the target language. Conversely, a student who has strong
CALP but is motivated to study by an L2 ought-to self may have the endurance to master the language rules but
lack the emotional power to overcome their anxiety. In this case, anxiety would come first. The student who
understands the logical aspects of the target language and has motivation for learning the target language
stemming from an external source, be it, family, work, or immigration, may lack the emotional connection to
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the target language to operationalize it effectively. Hence, ability or anxiety comes first, depending on the
learner’s context and individual differences. After that, they both influence each other.
In summary, the study of foreign language anxiety has a long history in SLA and is one of the more popular
aspects of SLA to be studied (Kawashima, 2008; MacIntyre, 2017; Teimouri et al., 2019; Turner et al., 2018; Zhang,
2019). The preceding has shown that SLA anxiety is differentiated into four skill-based anxieties: speaking,
reading, writing, and listening, and although studied overwhelmingly with English being the target language,
these measures have been adapted into numerous languages for use outside of the Anglophone world. Indeed,
the FLCAS, FLRAS, FLLAS, and DMWAT, have all been translated, adapted, and used in the Japanese context,
which warrants the use of these instruments in the current research (e.g., Cornwell & McKay, 2000; Kimura,
2017; Kobayashi, 2016; Yashima et al., 2009). The question of causation continues. In the present research,
causation can best be seen as a dictate to thoughtfully allocate limited resources to create the most effective
SLA outcome for the learners. If anxiety is at the heart of issues with the students, the instructor should address
anxiety and vice versa. Therefore, instructors need to gauge student anxiety to the degree possible. However,
and especially with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, one major contextual factor has mostly eluded SLA
anxiety researchers.

2.2. Online Language Education
An argument Horwitz et al. (1986) made for separating foreign language anxiety from general learning anxiety,
as described above, is the novel foreign language classroom experience. However, the classroom envisioned was
the brick-and-mortar type. Does foreign language anxiety change when the classroom goes online? One major
problem to consider is how online lesson delivery has changed and evolved along with the availability of new
technology. In the two most recent meta-analyses, neither Teimouri et al. (2019) nor Zhang (2019) mentioned
online delivery, yet there are a few studies that have touched on this aspect (Kobayashi, 2020; Pichette, 2009;
Russell, 2020; Shimomura & Manushina, 2021; Ushida, 2006). However, a cursory background on nonstandard
lesson delivery in Japan is needed to contextualize the present study.
Historically, Japanese school culture strongly appreciates older technologies, as discussed above (see Section
1). While some municipal school districts have distributed computers to primary and secondary level students
in recent years, this technology is only used in-class and not for online lesson delivery despite having the
capability, which is the case of the researcher’s fifth-grade daughter. TV and radio programs teaching a broad
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spectrum of languages from popular offerings such as English and Korean but also rarer options such as Arabic
are available daily or weekly on NHK, the national broadcaster, or satellite television educational outlets (e.g.,
NHK Gogaku, n.d.; The Open University of Japan, 2020). In addition, some for-profit secondary education
providers who specialize in complex cases, such as juvenile delinquency, school refusal, or a type of severe social
withdrawal known as hikikomori, offer on-demand video lessons, including foreign language (Entrich, 2018).
However, this adoption of non-traditional, out-of-the-classroom learning has not been adopted by traditional
public or private post-secondary institutions (eLearning Senryaku Kenkyushitsu, 2020).
Murphy-Judy and Johnshoy (2017), in a paper compiling surveys regarding post-secondary online course
adoption in the United States, found that around 70% of degree offerings with post-secondary institutions had
some sort of distance education courses, including those not related to SLA. Furthermore, large four-year postsecondary institutions host most of the online SLA courses. The private institutions that initially were hesitant
to adopt online education for fear of harm to their name value have evolved as online courses were not found
to harm an institution’s image. The trend in the USA is strong as the number of online SLA courses has grown
year on year. From this study, it is safe to say that tertiary institutions in the USA already have at least some
experience and infrastructure to move online. The American situation is in stark contrast to Japan. A report
based on a questionnaire performed in June 2020 by a Japanese educational technology provider showed that
before February 2020, only 2.1% of Japanese universities had online courses. By June, however, 99% had online
courses running or were in the act of putting courses online (eLearning Senryaku Kenkyushitsu, 2020). For this
study, the Moodle learning management system (LMS) servers had to be hastily upgraded to handle the
increased traffic at the university in question. While the LMS was available to all academic staff before COVID19, it was not utilized (Nae, 2020). Instructors were asked to teach asynchronously and update the LMS during
off-peak hours until the servers could be upgraded to handle the spike in demand. Anecdotal evidence from
fellow instructors suggests that other universities had to install an LMS and implement online lesson delivery
from scratch, including training instructors on its use. Many universities delayed the commencement of online
lessons until after the Golden Week holidays in mid-April (Ando, 2021). This time allowed these technologies to
be implemented, and schedules were rewritten, assuring compliance with governmental regulations for
awarding credit.
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We see that Japan’s universities have had to contend with a shotgun marriage to online education, while in
the United States, there has been a long history of online courses. One early survey of online education was
done in 1999 by Dutton et al. (2002), who compared online and in-class versions of a beginning programming
class which was mandatory for various majors. The class contents were only differentiated in the lab portion,
where online students used their computers rather than the Unix machines in the school labs, providing a good
comparison with limited confounding variables. The study found no preference for online or in-class lessons due
to gender; however, older, non-traditional students were more attracted to the online delivery. This preference
was due to commitments not related to school, such as work and children, plus long travel times to campus.
In contrast, the in-class students preferred having face-to-face contact with instructors and students, which
aligns with the reaction of students removed from the social aspect of university study due to COVID-19, as
presented by Biber et al. (2020) and Ando (2021). The in-class students also cited hearing the lecture in person,
motivation derived from having a class schedule, and advice from school administration for their choices. In
conclusion, Dutton et al. (2002) found that performance and student feedback for online and in-class lessons
were similar. They also noted that the in-class students had to take an hour-long seminar on computer use on
campus, while it was assumed that the online students were well acquainted with computer use. Their research
supported this by the finding that previous computer knowledge and effort were better predictors of outcomes
as measured by homework grades.
Regarding foreign language learning, Pichette (2009) has recently found that the profiles of in-class and online
students have grown more similar over time. As online foreign language courses incorporate more oral and
synchronous communication technologies, students afraid of communication can no longer avoid it by choosing
online courses. However, as communication in online classes can be primarily done through textual
communication, Pichette (2009) decided to measure each skill-based anxiety using the FLCAS, FLRAS, and
DMWAT. He found that students in their first semester experienced similar amounts of anxiety for in-class and
online delivery. However, with respondents in their second semester or later, there was a decrease in anxiety
for the online students while the in-class students saw their anxiety levels unchanged.
It should be noted that this finding contradicts the earlier findings showing that anxiety increases while
motivation decreases with the school year for traditional in-class lessons (Saito & Samimy, 1996; Samimy &
Tabuse, 1992). However, those studies were on L2 learners of Japanese where upper-level students are learning
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keigo polite language and have more ambiguous, culturally framed reading and writing to contend with
something paralleled by the findings of Zhao et al. (2013). Additionally, prior SLA course experience was included
as a variable related to less anxiety in a study by Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999), which would be true for the
Francophone students from Quebec in Pichette’s (2009) study who would have had SLA course experience from
primary school. With so many open variables, it is hard to judge if there is a noticeable difference in skill-based
anxieties between online and in-class delivery, which, to a degree, prompted the present study.
Other studies on SLA anxiety and online lessons in English have been few and far between. Russell (2020) has
followed Pichette (2009) with a study focusing on oral communication in online courses using the FLACS and
commenting that online course anxiety is understudied. In her study of American university students studying
Spanish online with a live video conversational component, she finds that skill-based speaking anxiety as
measured by the FLCAS exists the same online and in-class. Ushida (2006), looking into motivation, found
statistically significant differences between anxiety related to the course as measured by Gardner’s (1985) AMTB
compared to measures of teacher evaluation, competence, and rapport. Continuing, Ushida (2006) argues that
more so than general computer skills, a lack of familiarity with the LMS and other software was a cause for
learner anxiety in online courses. Furthermore, participation can indicate student motivation and that the
instructor is the key to reducing student anxiety while increasing course satisfaction. However, this study has
limited generalizability due to the small sample size. Goertler (2011) notes that student computer ability is
generally sufficient for basic tasks, but that ability is not at a level required for more sophisticated usage required
in online SLA courses. She recommends that educators measure the computer literacy of a student cohort at
the beginning of each course to measure the needs of each group.
Additionally, Goertler (2011) notes that online courses elevate students and their self-regulated learning.
Lastly, there are the pedagogical problems of curricular overloading and lack of personal contact in online
courses (Kern, 2006). All these issues may cause increased anxiety in online delivery; however, this is a topic not
yet well investigated. Consider that Russell and Murphy-Judy (2020) have published a guide to online SLA
teaching well-timed to the shift to online delivery due to COVID19; however, the section on anxiety is just under
four pages long.
There were few references to anxiety in SLA lessons with online delivery in Japanese academic literature.
However, one case study followed anxiety reduction overtime for a university student communicating with
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native English speakers via Skype (Kobayashi, 2020). While working in Russia, Shimomura and Manushina (2021),
working in Russia, documented how the switch to Zoom delivery affected their Japanese language and culture
lessons during COVID-19. The researchers used an anonymous online questionnaire to ask participants if they
felt more anxiety in online or in-class lesson delivery. The students expressed that grades and lesson quality
were better in-class; however, there was a slight tendency for more significant anxiety during in-class delivery.
An overwhelming majority of the responses on items regarding anxiety were for the neutral option. In other
words, there was no change in the amount of anxiety experienced during online or in-class delivery. Only two
items, one regarding worry about having enough ability and the other measuring fear that the instructor has a
negative opinion of the student’s Japanese ability, did online delivery come in second behind the neutral option.
In summary, before COVID19, the makeup of students who take online and in-class lessons has become
statistically homogenous in the North American context where this has been studied. However, Japanese
schools have traditionally eschewed online courses and were less prepared for the online transition (Nae, 2020).
It is inconclusive if the venue, be it online or in-class, significantly influences SLA anxiety, but given the sudden
change to online delivery with ERT, it is worth measuring. However, for the time being, the elephant in the room
is the looming influence of COVID-19.

2.3. COVID-19 & Education
At the time of this writing, two years have passed since the first cases of COVID-19 appeared. Research is now
being released related to the impact of the pandemic on student anxiety and education. Adjustment to nonmedical COVID-19 interventions relies on sociocultural factors (Yan et al., 2020). However, it has been found
that this sociocultural framing can be missing from disaster response (Nakagawa & Shaw, 2004). For example,
Safi et al. (2020) documented the support given to educators during the shift to ERT at an American university
through sharing resources and knowledge around increasing student engagement, online delivery methodology,
and technical know-how using a community of learners framework proved successful. Notably, this research is
ended on a note stating that their answers to the pandemic may not be sustainable in other contexts. Ando
(2021) supports this by offering that same important caveat about context, which carries over to the research
presented herein.
The government response to COVID-19 in Japan has been decidedly lacking in legally penalizing behavior
believed to spread the virus, as seen in other countries. Instead, Japan has relied on social stigma, intense
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pressures towards conformity, culturally-based endurance known as gaman, and an averseness to
conspicuousness to enforce COVID-19 manners (Katafuchi et al., 2021; Shaw et al., 2020). In a student interviewbased study, Ando (2021) shows that the students are finding engaging in learning without the possibility for
social interaction has been a struggle, which agrees with the warnings from Biber et al. (2020) and the
researcher’s personal experience. In addition, Ando (2021) notes that the shift to online delivery has clarified
hidden social divisions among students, again in line with the researcher’s first-hand experience.
A meta-analysis of the PubMed database by Rajkumar (2020) reveals that anxiety has been the most common
reaction to COVID-19, with many western countries having already added mental health to the pandemic
response. This finding is supported by Ballou et al. (2020), who found that depressive and anxiety disorders in
the USA increased more than three times since the COVID-19 outbreak using year-on-year data. However, a
notable limitation in their research was a lack of participants from Asian backgrounds. In Japan, the creator of a
previous questionnaire to measure university student anxiety published a new instrument to measure COVID19 anxiety in university students (Fujii, 1998, 2021). On its initial use, this measure found that male respondents
were most strongly troubled by economic issues while women fought with self-restraint; however, the
differences in total levels of COVID-19 related anxiety between men and women were insignificant. The paper
concludes that while infection prevention is essential, maintaining the economy significantly affects student
lives.
Looking for a benefit during these difficult times, COVID-19 has opened many opportunities for research into
online course delivery, which would have been ethically problematic to investigate before. However, it is crucial
for research to be aware of the sociocultural context and that solutions for one community may not be as
successful or sustainable in another. Additionally, while anxiety and access to resources have been documented
by others and seen first-hand by the researcher, it is unsure how widespread and to what degree students are
experiencing these issues. Hence, the following research questions are posed.

2.4. Research Questions
The research presented herein was undertaken to illuminate the following two research questions.
1) To what degree have Japanese university students experienced COVID-19 related anxiety?
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2) To what degree has COVID-19 anxiety and online lesson delivery influenced the skill-based anxiety for
English language writing and reading in Japanese university students?
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3.

Methodology

This study was done using quantitative methods with an anonymous questionnaire hosted on the Qualtrics
platform with data processed and analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 27.0. This
methodology chapter begins by laying a theoretical framework upon which the study was based with the
researcher's positionality to set a foundation. Then the sample and its setting will be discussed in detail due to
the nature of the Japanese university system, with which some readers may not be acquainted. Lastly, there will
be a description of the instruments used and the research procedure. Throughout this section, ethical
considerations and data management will also be addressed.

3.1. Theoretical Framework
Second language acquisition (SLA), particularly online delivery of SLA courses, is a multidisciplinary activity
(Kern, 2006). Because of this multidisciplinary basis and the theories that come with it, it is hard to confine SLA
to a single overarching theory (Kramsch, 2000). To this multidisciplinary nature, SLA is further underpinned by
the idea that knowledge is socially constructed, as argued by Vygotsky (1934/2012). This argument fits into the
framework of dialectical materialism, which posits that human interaction is the basis for all production (Rytina
& Loomis, 1970). At the core, the learner and educator both require the other to exist to validate their existence.
In other words, there is no status as a teacher without the corresponding status as a student and, therefore,
no student without a teacher (Kozulin, 2018). According to Vygotskian theory for the learner, interaction with a
more experienced peer (e.g., a teacher) is essential as they will mediate the learning. Whether latently or actively,
to increase effectiveness, the mediator modifies their communication to make it easier to be understood by the
learner. For example, a parent or caretaker may consciously or unconsciously slow their speech, repeat words,
simplify their language, contextualize to the environment, and, most importantly, adjust their speech to meet
the listener’s proficiency level when talking to a baby (Cook, 2016; Ortega, 2011; Vygotsky, 1934/2012). Through
the act of engagement, both parties are producing, with or without agency, a change in their states. There is
only the constant struggle for greater detail in a mediated view of existence, never reaching a conclusive end.
To put this in material terms, jabbing a thermometer in a roast will lower the temperature of that roast
(Simonton, 2010). It may be ever so slight; however, we will never be able to know precisely the temperature of
the roast before the thermometer mediates it. The disjunction with reality suggested here expands into all
aspects of existence has been argued as a feature of how humans process visual stimulus (Manassi & Whitney,
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2022). Therefore, two rules govern this research. First, exact measurements are impossible, and existence is
fluid as the mere act of experience creates change. Second, this change goes in all directions, and reality is
perceived through negotiation for meaning between all things, whether they have agency or not.
As an educator, this constructionist philosophy can be seen in practice as lesson content can be modified on
the fly to better match the students’ needs. Concerning the present study of the influence of COVID-19, the
researcher was unable to judge the emotional state of his students due to online course delivery and hence
modify his instruction. This inability was confounded by personal assumptions and external influences that said
COVID-19 should be a decisive factor for the students. Qualitative research methods like case studies allow for
great detail and provide exciting insights that interest the researcher. However, as the COVID-19 infection
situation was changing quickly with courses being moved to emergency remote teaching (ERT) and prohibitions
on movement being implemented with short notice, the prudent choice was to make the study quantitative
despite the researcher’s more qualitative background. While this would not be the most detailed examination
possible, it would allow for the greatest number of responses. As argued above, no questionnaire can deliver an
exact measurement; however, the findings may be put into teaching practice if the research is developed and
administered following best practice guidelines and validated.
As developed by Vygotsky (1934/2012), sociocultural theory offers the following tools to the SLA professional:
the zone of proximal development, scaffolding, and dialogue. Holzman (2018) defines the zone of proximal
development as a metaphysical space where those of greater development can scaffold the growth of those not
yet at the same level. Scaffolding, as used here, therefore, refers to actions carried out to assist the learner in
understanding the subject at hand. This assistance is done through dialogue, be it verbal or otherwise. Put
another way, the pathway to the answer is just important as the answer itself. To incorporate these tools, the
educator needs to know where their students are situated and metaphysically place themself into the students’
zone. For the present study, it follows that if the students face extreme anxiety related to COVID-19, then the
tone of the course must be adjusted. However, this works both ways. If the teacher spends too much time
focusing on an issue only slightly influencing the majority of the students, that time would be best allotted to
something more prescient (Lightbown, 2014).
Additionally, Vygotsky (1934/2012) stressed the sociocultural context where knowledge is constructed. First,
however, this should be understood what he meant by culture. Vygotsky gave three meanings to culture: first,
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it was processes and products; second, it was a mediational factor; and third, it was a rubric for grouping
people—the last having retained the shameful bias of the time by the “developed cultures” to indigenous ones—
an unfortunate term that itself must be situated in the Soviet Union of the time (Smagorinsky, 2009). In the
Japanese context, culture may be exemplified by: first, it is the product of university entrance exams and related
ephemera; second, it is the mediating factor of attainment of tertiary level education; and third, the last being
the Japanese themselves as a monocultural entity—to whatever degree that it may be true (Cooke et al., 2021;
Kuramoto & Koizumi, 2018; Poole, 2002; Yamamoto & Brinton, 2010). The problems of not considering this
context are well-argued by Robson and Midorikawa (2001). They critique the lack of Japanese context in
translating a language learning questionnaire not used in the present study. This contextually based critique
adds validity to the choice of applying Vygotskian theories to the quantifiable research methodology described
herein.
As Vygotskian theory is based on interaction, the antithesis would be the cognitively based philosophy
developed by Piaget (1923/2001). While there is an interaction between the internal and external in Piaget’s
understanding, it is subordinate. Instead, “internal cognition is assumed to be the locus of learning” with set
stages of development clearly defined (Ortega, 2011, p. 55). In other words, the antithesis of Vygotsky’s
construction is Piaget’s discovery. Continuing, discovery plays a role in the theory of universal grammar argued
by Chomsky, which posits that the human brain is born with coding for language that operates at a deeper level
than what humans can consciously generally access (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). Although using meditation,
psychoactive agents, or a mixture of the two, such access may be possible (dos Santos et al., 2021). Research
into how the mind works and new ways to explore it may be used to argue against constructionist and
sociocultural theorists in the future.
The debate around universal grammar being supported in the future is beyond the scope of the current
research and one that has no direct effect in the classroom. Marx (1852) argues, “the philosophy of right must
have to do with the actuality of modern society… not the theories and ideals that societies create for themselves,
or some ideal counterposed to existing conditions” (p. 11). In other words, it is best to endeavor towards closing
the gap between image and reality to the degree possible to understand the actual circumstances of a given
situation to best focus our efforts. Through praxis and, in particular, the definition by Freire (2005), reflection
and action may be used to combat oppression. The current researcher is looking into the space between image
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and reality—understanding that reality cannot ever be truly understood. To that end, exploring the difference
between what students know and experience and what we educators think they know and experience can
unearth insights on our failures and triumphs, which may be operationalized to improve teaching practice.

3.2. Other SLA Influences
The following academic influences are included to give additional context to the research presented herein.
Furthermore, these influences are also discussed within the framework of the Japanese educational system.
The work of Cummins (1979, 1999, 2008) in defining a distinction between basic interpersonal communicative
skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP) helps frame SLA in a way that suits contextual
issues in Japan. Simply speaking, this also parallels Vygotsky’s theories in how the first language is developed
from communication and works towards mechanics. In contrast, a second language may be taught with
mechanics, then work towards communication, as is the case with most Japanese students (Laskowski, 2014).
The BICS/CALP distinction argues that the first language begins with speaking and direct communication, then
moves towards writing and more abstract use. On the other hand, a second language is learned from abstract
grammar and moves towards interpersonal communication. In the Japanese context, Laskowski (2014) offers a
critique of English instruction in Japan, arguing that CALP-based curriculum and testing form the core of
instruction leading to a disregard for BICS.
Also mentioned along with BICS/CALP is Dörnyei’s L2 motivational self-system (2009), which describes
learners as having an ideal L2 self where they can imagine a new version of themselves using the target language
and creating a new identity within the target languaculture which provides motivation. The antithesis to this
ideal L2 self is the ought-to L2 self, the L2 capable person we are negatively incentivized to believe we must
become to secure employment, obtain social status, or meet familiar expectations, among other external
motivational factors. Each class contains students on the motivational spectrum between the ideal and oughtto. For the language educator, it is essential to adjust lesson content and teaching style to the degree possible
to best scaffold the lessons to fit the possibly conflicting needs of the entire class.

3.3. Researcher Positionality
Lastly, some background on the researcher may help contextualize the work presented herein. The researcher
has found that investigating the space between reality and the image of reality has afforded him the most
significant insights into the human condition and the environment we exist. This lens has been shaped through
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a cultural geography and fine arts background. It is influenced by the theories of Baudrillard (1994) and Debord
(1994) as they describe how place and meaning are created while the writing of Tanizaki (1933/1977) and poems
of Kaneko (2016) highlight the beauty in things which will forever remain unknown and unrecognized. In
particular, years of experience researching Japanese communal bathing facilities as an outsider has emphasized
paying attention to detail in the landscape while also acknowledging that one’s presence is modifying that
landscape—the act of being a mediator and subject to mediation at the same time.
Through his work as an educator, the researcher has seen how the image of student achievement and ability
held by instructors and administration alike are far removed from reality on the ground. In parallel to the
Japanese manufacturing philosophy of kaizen, or constant improvement and mottainai, or waste avoidance, he
has worked towards increasing beneficiality for all involved parties. Combined with a doctrine of harm reduction,
his current and future research aims to increase the efficacy of teaching methods while eliminating unnecessary
burdens in the SLA sphere. The current investigation hopes that the findings presented herein may help inform
where the instructor and administrative image of student ability and condition regarding online delivery and
COVID-19 are at a possibly harmful disconnect.
Figure 1: “Mottainai” used on a display to discourage food loss in a shopping mall
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3.4. Sample & Setting
The setting and sample of students are essential factors needed to contextualize any research findings. They
also provide valuable caveats to the possible operationalization of any results, particularly those outside Japan.
The participants are first- and second-year students enrolled in a mandatory English writing course at a major
university in Japan. It is assumed that graduates will need to possess a functional level of English ability to fulfill
the requirements for work in their field of study. Hence, English communication and writing courses are required
during the first two years of study and encouraged as an elective subject beyond the initial requirement. Each
class has between 35 and 40 students. The majority of students were male due to the study being in a
traditionally male job category. Mixed into each class are a few “repeaters” who are re-taking the class time
after receiving a failing grade. Many of these “repeaters” pass after retaking the course; however, some outlying
chronic cases retake the same class numerous times. These “repeaters” were excluded from participation as
they present a confounding variable (see Section 3.5 below).
The courses English communication and English writing have eight weekly class meetings per quarter, and it
takes four quarters (or two terms) to complete the course. Each quarter is given a letter name from A to D. The
first quarter of the English writing class is A, and the second quarter is B, and so on. In the 2020-2021 school
year, five instructors taught this course; however, from 2021, six instructors have been enlisted. The top 30% of
the students are divided between the two full-time instructors as determined by entrance exam scores. The
remaining 70% of the students are randomly placed into the remaining classes for the part-time instructors. The
researcher is one of these part-time instructors.
In the 2020-2021 school year, the regular schedule was used with writing and communication courses taught
online. A modified schedule was adopted for the 2021-2022 school year to reduce in-class student-to-student
conversation and promote social distancing on campus in response to COVID19. It was initially planned in a
compromise to have in-class instruction for the writing course during the warmer spring term as this course
could be performed with limited student-to-student interaction (see Table 1). In other words, the instructors
were told they could speak, but the students should learn quietly and only interact textually with communicative
group-work discouraged. This plan would allow the students to meet each other in person on campus for the
first time, albeit in a limited facility. The communication courses were to be moved to the second term during
the colder fall and winter months and would be taught online as student-to-student communication could not
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be avoided. However, numbers spiked in the area around the university after the original state of emergency
expired in March of 2021. This spike led to implementing restrictions once more (Yamaguchi, 2021). In response,
the university decided that instructors should teach online from home for the first term. Students, however,
were given the option to take their classes at home or in an internet-enabled classroom on campus with socially
distanced seating. The cohort was chosen because of their unique experience of having all courses taught online
due to COVID19 restrictions.
Table 1: Student lesson schedule

2020-2021 School Year
Online Delivery
Quarter 1 (April-June)
Quarter 2 (June-August)
Quarter 3
(October-December)
Quarter 4
(December-February)

First Year

Second Year

Communication A
Communication B
Communication C
Writing A
Communication D
Writing B

Writing C
Writing D

2021-2022 School Year
Online Delivery
Quarter 1 (April-June)
Quarter 2 (June-August)
Quarter 3
(October-December)
Quarter 4
(December-February)

First Year

Second Year

Writing A
Writing B
Communication A

Writing C
Writing D

LMS
Web Conferencing
Moodle and/or
Schoology
Cisco Webex
LMS
Web Conferencing
Google Classroom
Zoom

Communication B

As English communication was not offered during the first term of 2021, the research will only focus on the
English writing course. Therefore, there is an emphasis on the reading and writing skill-based anxieties. The
English Writing course content is based around the Writing Essays: From Paragraph to Essay (Zemach & Ghulldu,
2014) textbook with supplemental materials made in-house. The course focuses on paragraph writing for the
first half (Courses A and B), while the second half (Courses C and D) has the students completing four to fiveparagraph essays. During the 2020-2021 school year, additional online coursework was assigned on Quizziz and
Kahoot for conformation of the textbook, while EdPuzzle provided supplemental interactive video lectures. In
addition, live online lessons were offered using the Zoom web conferencing software with PowerPoint
presentations incorporated at the instructor’s discretion.
For the 2021-2022 school year, the students and staff were transitioned to the Google Classroom learning
management system (LMS). A local install of the Moodle LMS was only used in a severely limited fashion as a
starting point to get the students logged into Google Classroom. The students who took English writing and
communication during the 2020-2021 school year had a more confusing run of LMS platforms. The two full-time
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teachers used the Schoology LMS. The part-time teachers only used Moodle except for the researcher who used
Moodle for the first term and Schoology for the second. A demographic item in the questionnaire was added to
ask the participants which LMS they recalled using. This item is discussed in the instruments section below (see
Section 3.6 below). Live online lessons via web conferencing software were delivered using Cisco Webex during
the 2020-2021 school year and through Zoom in the 2021-2022 school year (see Table 1).
All students must have a personal computer following a rule instated by the university before the COVID-19
outbreak. With the onset of ERT, this cohort was lucky as they should have had access to a computer. However,
the details of each students’ computer and internet connectivity vary. While a computer skills survey was
presented to the students at the beginning of the term, those data were not included in the human ethics
application and deemed inadmissible for the present study. As mentioned above, during the first term of the
2021-2022 school year, students could attend online courses from internet-enabled classrooms on campus using
their own devices.

3.5. Institutional Approval and Ethics
Preliminary approval to perform the research was first requested from and granted by the head of the English
department, which has jurisdiction. This approval was given with the conditions that the research proposal
passes ethics approval at the University of Canterbury (UC) and would include a consent form that emphasizes
the right of withdrawal. Initially, the preliminary approval was only for the researcher’s classes. However, the
ethics application and all materials were modified to include the other instructors' voluntary assistance,
including the department head, as the topic was deemed important to the department. Ultimately, all the
instructors accepted the request to advertise the survey to their students, and some additionally provided class
time towards completing the questionnaire (see Section 3.7 below).
Official ethical approval was provided by the Human Ethics Committee of the University of Canterbury
(Approval number: HEC 2021/95) on 3 August 2021 after the incorporation of one set of amendments. A copy
of the approval letter is found in Appendix I. Due to the intercultural issues of performing research in a foreign
country and the power dynamics of a teacher researching a sample that includes his students, there were many
ethical considerations detailed below.
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Power relations play a role in any investigation into ethics and are important to the present study as the
researcher is also the instructor for a portion of the students. This situation creates the potential for unethical
exploitation of the power relation between the researcher and the participants (Mutch, 2005; O'Neill, 2008;
Snook, 2003). While greater insight could be found through interviews or more in-depth, open-ended
questioning, the academic benefit did not outweigh the ethical cost. To that end, and to minimize any potential
issues arising due to perceived power relations or power harassment, the study has been developed to ensure
complete anonymity. The researcher purposefully does not want to know which students chose to participate.
To that end, there are no open-ended questions where students explain the reasoning behind their answers or
answer in-depth in a way that may potentially expose identifiable information. Additionally, the focus on
anonymous responses was be emphasized to the potential participants during the advertising, on the
introduction letter, and the consent form (see Section 3.7.1 and Appendix G)
There are considerations regarding mental stresses upon the participants. The university where the research
took place is highly ranked nationally and requires students to pass a rigorous entrance exam. The
questionnaire’s core asks participants to reflect on and report difficulties and anxiety because of COVID-19
forcing studies online. Additionally, the skill-based anxiety questions asked participants to rate the amount of
fear they have in submitting assignments that have been written in English or how much they enjoy writing or
reading in English. As these are potentially problematic topics, it was a goal to minimize any undue psychological
burden or harm was placed on the participants. While the questions do not appear to be unduly stressful at face
value, aspects of the participant’s lives that they may not have been previously cognizant of may be uncovered
through the introspection needed to answer the questions (Alton-Lee, 2001). To that end, and for the sake of
due diligence, the information sheet was written to make this possibility known to the students and offers links
to their university’s student counseling center, which provides on-campus, in-person appointments along with
links to online information regarding mental health and COVID-19.
Cross-cultural issues should also be considered from an ethical standpoint. The present research was
performed by an American citizen of European heritage teaching at a Japanese institution with, to his knowledge,
entirely Japanese students. The researcher does have a strong understanding of the Japanese language and
culture. This understanding is supported by an undergraduate degree in Japanese studies; participation in a
long-term exchange program at a Japanese university; personal research into Japanese culture and geography;
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15 years of experience living in Japan; work experience in Japan as a guide, teacher, and study abroad
administrator; marriage to a Japanese partner; and raising a child in-country. Nevertheless, misunderstandings
may still occur without deliberate or malicious intent. To that end, the questionnaires chosen had previously
been translated and used in Japan in the Japanese language or initially published by a Japanese researcher.
Successful use in the past is not infallible, but it is a strong indicator of validity in the Japanese context, as Robson
and Midorikawa (2001) recommended.
In Japan, the age of adulthood is set at 20 years; however, there are stages at 16 and 18 years. While no firm
ethical guidelines were found for educational research, Japanese guidelines for medical research are available.
The general rule is that participants who are 16 years of age and have completed compulsory education by
graduating from junior high school (i.e., nine years of schooling) are deemed capable of providing informed
consent (Ministry of Education, 2015). Due to enrollment at university, the participants in this study have
completed junior high school and, in the most extreme case, are at least 17 years of age or older. This reasoning
verified that the university student participants could give informed consent to participate without parental
consent.
Denying any group from participation must be done with reasoning, and this applies to excluding the
“repeater” students. Not only was this decision made to remove a confounding variable as they may have taken
the course in-class before COVID-19, but it is also for statistical and ethical reasons that they will not be included.
First, there are so few of these students and the numerous variables they present (e.g., number of times
repeating the course) it would be statistically impossible to measure them as a separate cohort. Secondly,
Onwuegbuzie et al. (1999) rightfully note that foreign language anxiety will increase for students in the third or
fourth year, and the course is a requirement for graduation. Finally, these students may also be shy or ashamed
of their “repeater” status, so pointing out that the “repeater” student responses are not needed may lead to
undue attention to their status. Therefore, an eligibility test was placed at the beginning of the questionnaire to
sort out any “repeaters” (see Section 3.7.7 below).
The above situation also applies to students who may not identify as Japanese or use a language other than
Japanese in the home (e.g., Zainichi Korean). However, they will not be identified and excluded. Initially, it was
also thought that a demographic question on mother tongue would be asked to filter out the cofounding variable
of bilingual students as it was used in similar research (Dörnyei & Taguchi, 2009). While this would be the ideal
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case, such questions can lead to speculation about a student’s ethnicity and nationality, which is against host
university policy due to a history of ethnic discrimination towards some groups in Japan (Kim, 2011). As obtaining
permission would take undue time and effort and keep with the non-maleficence ethical guideline, it was not
considered (Alton-Lee, 2001; Mutch, 2005; Snook, 2003). It also should be noted that non-Japanese native
English speakers are uncommon, and, like “repeaters” above, their numbers would be too small for statistical
power.
Another group considered was the few female students in the student body. Due to the small number of
female students in the cohort identifying female participants from their responses would be possible (Alton-Lee,
2001; Mutch, 2005; Snook, 2003). As the overall number of female students will still be relatively small and with
respect for their right to anonymity, the small analytical benefit from obtaining gender data from the students
does not warrant the risk to participant anonymity. However, excluding or not identifying certain groups such
as females, “repeaters,” and non-Japanese, as presented here, creates limitations on the findings, which will be
discussed later (see Section 6.1 below).

3.6. Instruments
The questionnaire is composed of existing instruments developed by other researchers, with supplemental
and classification questions created and added for the present research (see Table 2). The following section will
document the creation of each instrument, describe its translation to Japanese (when applicable), give
information on the number of items and reliability scores when (when available). Complete copies of each
instrument in Japanese and English are included in Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D, Appendix E, and
Appendix F.
The language of teaching and learning (LOTL) at the university is Japanese; however, English is used to teach
the courses investigated. No Japanese ability is required for the English language instructors, but many have
some proficiency. Despite the students’ English ability, all documentation from instructions, consent forms, and
the questionnaire itself was presented in Japanese to ensure participant comprehension (Dörnyei & Taguchi,
2009). However, some English was used during live video lessons and on the LMS to promote the survey (see
Section 3.7.1 below).
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All existing instruments are presented using the scales created by the original researchers. That means the
TIPI has a 7-point scale, the CISAS has a 4-point scale, and the FLRAS and DMWAT have a 5-point scale. Changing
the scale range was avoided as using the same scale as the original instrument increases interoperability and
validity (Cohen et al., 2017; Pallant, 2020). Some researchers using these skill-based anxiety instruments in Japan
have argued that Asian participants are biased towards neutrality and have eliminated the neutral response by
creating even number scales (e.g., Dykes, 2017). In contrast, most studies chose to maintain original five-point
scales (Dörnyei & Taguchi, 2009; Dykes, 2017; Kawashima, 2008).
Table 2: Instruments

Instrument

Rationale

English version

Ten Item
Personality
Index (TIPI)
Foreign
Language
Reading Anxiety
Scale (FLRAS)
Daily-Miller
Writing
Apprehension
Test (DMWAT)

To correct for
trait neuroticism

Gosling et al.
(2003)

To measure
anxiety when
reading English

COVID-19
Infection Spread
Anxiety Scale
[Daigakusei-han
COVID-19
Kansen Kakudai
Fuan Shakudo]
(CISAS)
Demographic
and Eligibility
Questions
(DEMO)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Japanese
version
Oshio et al.
(2012)

Items

Japanese version
reliability
Correlation
coefficient
-0.28
Cronbach’s ⍺
0.83

Note

Saito et al.
(1999)

Igarashi (2003)

18

To measure
anxiety when
writing English

Daly and Miller
(1975)

Cornwell and
McKay (2000)
(9 items by the
researcher)

26

Cronbach’s ⍺
0.78

3

To measure the
level of COVID19 influenced
anxiety in
students

by researcher

Fujii (2021)

50

Cronbach’s ⍺
0.78

4

For
demographic
and error
correction
purposes

by the
researcher

by the
researcher

3+

10

1
2

Correlation coefficient for neuroticism
Items #10 and #11 regarding Latin script reading difficulty were removed. Cronbach ⍺ score from Kobayashi (2016)
Split-half method for reliability. Nine items not included in the Japanese translation were translated by the researcher.
Originally written in Japanese.

3.6.1. Ten Item Personality Index (TIPI)
A general personality measure is included in the questionnaire and used to measure neuroticism, a trait
disposition, to control for the differences in personality among the participants. Neuroticism is an overarching
concept that includes anxiety and is known to negatively influence the quality of life (Widiger & Oltmanns, 2017).
It is measured herein using the Big-Five personality dimensions, a concept to understand human personality
through the broadest and most abstracted factors: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to
experience, and neuroticism (Gosling et al., 2003). Additionally, this Big-Five model of personality displays a
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universal structure making it valid for use across cultures and languages, including the Japanese and English
linguacultural contexts discussed in the present research. (Yamagata et al., 2006).
Two short ten-item measures of the Big-Five were considered for the present study. First was the Big-Five
Index 10 (BFI-10), which has proven validity in multi-cultural use and sufficiently correlated with full-fledged
personality tests (Rammstedt & John, 2007). However, this test has not been translated nor widely used in the
Japanese context. So instead, the Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) was chosen. According to Gosling et al.
(2003), the test-retest results for the TIPI and the complete Big-Five Index were similar with correlational scores
of r=0.72 and r=0.80. Elsewhere, Rammstedt and John (2007) found similar test-retest scores between their BFI10 and the TIPI supporting convergent validity.
The Japanese version of the TIPI was initially translated, back-translated, and validated as the TIPI-J by Oshio
et al. (2013). They found that the correlation between their instrument and the NEO-PI-R-J, a full-fledged
Japanese language personality text, was sufficient with a correlational score of r = 0.59, a score similar to the
English equivalent. Oshio et al. (2013) also note that TIPI-J is "the only brief measure of the Big Five dimensions
available in Japan" (p. 928). The benefit of this short instrument was to limit boredom and fatigue among
participants; however, the authors note that this practicality means the TIPI-J cannot be seen as a replacement
for more extensive measures (Oshio et al., 2012; Oshio et al., 2014). This opinion falls in line with the
recommendation of Gosling et al. (2003) that the TIPI can be used to measure the Big-Five leaving space for
different instruments where greater resolution of the specific construct under examination is required. In the
present case, the COVID-19 and skill-based anxieties being the core focus of the present study are measured
with greater detail using the instruments explained below.
The TIPI-J, as used in this study, has ten items, half of which are reverse coded and used a seven-point Likert
scale. As each scale had only two items, reliability was performed using correlation coefficients which came to r
= -0.28 for the neuroticism (Oshio et al., 2013). As the original research described their translation process and
the questions passed a face-value check by a native Japanese speaker, no additional translation was deemed
necessary. For ease of comprehension, the TIPI-J will be referred to as the TIPI for the remainder of this
document. A copy of the TIPI is included in Appendix B.
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3.6.2. Foreign Language Reading Anxiety Scale (FLRAS)
The FLRAS was initially developed to measure skill-based reading anxiety in an SLA context by Saito et al.
(1999), continuing the work of Horwitz et al. (1986). Regarding online lesson delivery, it was noted by Zhao et
al. (2013) that reading anxiety does not occur in one-to-one interactions where an instructor could read the
student’s body language. Lastly, the FLRAS was included in Pichette’s (2009) study comparing online to in-class
delivery. In the context of Japanese learners of English at the university level, many studies have used the FLRAS
with Cronbach’s ⍺ scores of 0.71, 0.75, 0.83, and 0.84 when reported (Igarashi, 2003; Kobayashi, 2016; Matsuda
& Gobel, 2004; Matsumura, 2001; Miyanaga, 2005). Researchers did modify the FLRAS by eliminating two items
regarding unfamiliar symbols and letters due to the ubiquity of the English alphabet and students having at least
six years of English language education (Igarashi, 2003; Kobayashi, 2016; Matsumura, 2001; Miyanaga, 2005;
Pae, 2012). Pichette (2009) also did this with French L1 students learning L2 English or Spanish. Following
Matsuda and Gobel (2004), Pichette (2009) removed items #11 and #15 due to low factor loadings; however,
#15 was kept to promote interoperability in the present study. Another relevant theme in the reported studies
was the reading context. Matsumura (2001) argues that the difficulty of the reading test given in the study to
measure ability affected the outcome. Similarly, Kobayashi (2016) felt that the sample reading text focused on
vocabulary over comprehension.
Miyanaga (2005) critiques Matsuda and Gobel’s (2004) methodology saying that the instructions were too
general and emphasizes the importance of what English reading situations the participants are instructed to
consider when taking the FLRAS. She questions whether the reading was timed, was for pleasure, or was for
classwork as possible confounding factors. Pichette’s (2009) study had no mention of a reading test nor specific
instructions regarding the scope of the target language reading to be considered. With these considerations in
mind, the present study instructs participants to consider their “English writing course” when answering the
questions.
A translation of the FLRAS has been made available by Igarashi (2003) and was used in Kobayashi’s (2016)
study. Unfortunately, Igarashi did not publish any reliability data, but Kobayashi’s study gave her Japanese
version a respectable Cronbach’s ⍺ of 0.83. As discussed above, the instrument comprises 18 items after
removing those related to unknown symbols. It is answered using a 5-point Likert scale and contains four
reverse-coded items.
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While the previous researchers gave this translation a native check, an additional one was performed by a
native speaker and the researcher before a back-translation was performed. The results of the back-translation
were favorable, with only item #3 brought to attention for the disconnection between “…I can’t remember what
I am reading” in the original and “…I have no idea what is being said” in the back-translation. After considering
alternative Japanese translations and consulting with the translator, it was decided to keep the item as-is. A
copy of the FLRAS is available in Appendix C.

3.6.3. Daily-Miller Writing Apprehension Test (DMWAT)
The DMWAT was developed by Daly and Miller (1975) with the understanding that writing was vital for many
jobs at the time. They theorized that writing anxiety came from communication apprehension, and the fear of
evaluation of one’s writing would lead to avoidance. To measure this, they developed a 26-item instrument now
commonly called the DMWAT. Gungle and Taylor (1989) first modified the DMWAT for students learning English.
They delivered the modified questionnaire in English and questioned if the participants could comprehend the
items delivered in the target language. Later, Cheng et al. (1999), investigating a sample similar to the one in the
present study, used a translated version of the DMWAT in Japanese to measure skill-based writing anxiety for
university students studying English. In Japan, Cornwell and McKay (2000) translated the DMWAT into Japanese
for a study to validate the instrument and measure the L2 writing apprehension for Japanese learners of English
at a 2-year junior college. The reliability for their translation using the split-half method was .78, and a score
of .89 was found using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula supporting its reliability. Lastly, as discussed
above, the DMWAT was used to measure online student foreign language anxiety in Pichette’s (2009) study,
which has been successfully used in the online delivery context. Therefore, the instrument has been successfully
used in a second language context and with students in online delivery while also being translated into Japanese,
making it suitable for the present research.
While reliability in this Japanese version was supported as discussed above, one problem is that the
instrument was not back-translated due to time constraints. Another issue is that this translation eliminated ten
of the 26 original questions, five of which were chosen as their sample was not enrolled in L2 composition classes.
However, in the present study, the students are enrolled in an English writing course, meaning those questions
should be restored and translated from the original English. The researcher initially translated these ten items
before being given to a native speaker for checking. The completed Japanese version was next presented to a
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native Japanese speaker who works in education for back-translation. Eight items were found to have
differences worth considering between the original English and the back-translation. While discussing the results
of the back-translation with a native speaker, the difference between “organizing my ideas” and “summarizing
views” proved to be the biggest issue. Other notable differences were: “waste of time” versus “too much time,”
“afraid” versus “don’t like,” and “clearly express my ideas” versus “making myself understood.” It was
determined that alternative translations may be closer to the original English but would create unusual and
challenging phrasing in Japanese, which could cause greater confusion for the participants. With participant
fatigue in mind, it was decided to leave the translations as-is. To conclude, the DMWAT, as presented in this
study, matches the original with 26 items, including 13 negatively worded and answered using a 5-point Likert
scale. A copy of the DMWAT is included in Appendix D.

3.6.4. COVID-19 Infection Spread Anxiety Scale [Daigakusei-han COVID-19 Kansen Kakudai Fuan Shakudo]
(CISAS)
The CISAS is a measure of anxiety in Japanese university students as it relates to COVID-19 by Fujii (2021). This
researcher is known for developing a similar scale before COVID-19 used by Japanese universities to assist
student retention efforts by measuring student anxiety (Fujii, 1998). Additionally, he has worked on school
bullying, educational psychology, secondary school student anxiety, and published textbooks on student
guidance (Iwate University, n.d.). The instrument was developed by asking university students to respond to an
open-ended question asking them what relating to COVID-19 has made them anxious. These answers were
sorted and combined into a 50-item instrument using a four-point Likert scale. The original research reported
that the entire instrument received an acceptable Cronbach ⍺ score of 0.78 (Fujii, 2021). As Fujii’s work is entirely
published in Japanese besides a short English abstract, the work had to be translated into English for publication
in this paper. However, as the participants only interacted with the original Japanese text, back-translation was
unnecessary. The researcher performed the English translation then had it reviewed by a native Japanese
speaker for confirmation. A copy of the CISAS is available in Appendix E.

3.6.5. Classification and Supplementary Questions
At the beginning and end of the survey are two sets of questions to help sort and further investigate the
sample. The first set of three items is to classify by school year and which English writing course they took during
the first term of the 2021-2022 school year. The second set includes supplementary questions to help analyze
the results of the instruments described above and confirm the classifications.
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As mentioned above, it is imperative that the participants are not repeating this English writing class and have
not taken an English writing in-class delivery at the university in question. The questionnaire has a series of three
items written into it so that the skip logic functions in Qualtrics could be utilized to identify and offboard any
confounding “repeater” students. The offboarded ineligible students were sent to an appreciation page without
giving them the chance to complete the entire survey as requested by the Human Research Ethics Committee.
Additionally, these questions were worded in a way that would provide additional confirmation of their answer.
First, the participants will mark themselves as a first-year, second-year, or third-year and greater student.
Then, the second question asks the participants what course they took during the first term of the 2021-2022
school year: English writing AB or English writing CD. The final question asks if the student is taking their course
for the first time. Suppose they respond negatively, indicating they are not taking the course for the first time.
In that case, the participant is forwarded to an offboarding page that includes an appreciation for their time,
reasoning why they could not participate, and an offer to receive the results of this research by email (see
Section 3.7.4 below). The logic employed here is serpentine to facilitate confirmation and allow for older
students who may be enrolled in a lower-level course for the first time (e.g., second-year students taking firstyear courses).
The final section of the questionnaire asks supplemental questions that provide additional independent
variables (IVs) to analyze and confirm the data. There are four items in this section.
First, participants are given a chance to mark which LMS (Moodle, Schoology, and Google Classroom) they
used for their English courses at the university, along with an “I do not remember” response. This item can
validate the students’ school year selection through deduction. For example, first-year students taking English
Writing AB for the first time should never choose Schoology, while some second-year students may also choose
Schoology. Besides confirmation of class-year selection by the participants, it was also thought that this data
might be used in a future study if enough responses were obtained.
Second, a five-point Likert scale question asked participants to what degree they had difficulty using a
computer to access class materials and submit assignments in their English Writing class. Dutton et al. (2002)
discuss the benefits of an in-person computer proficiency seminar for new in-class students; however, it was
assumed the online students were proficient in computer use. This idea is supported by Ushida (2006). Due to
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COVID19 restrictions, no such in-person computer use seminar was possible for the participants; therefore, it
was unknown how acquainted the students were with computers by the instructors beyond a simple Google
Forms questionnaire delivered at the beginning of the school year. While the university in the sample requires
all incoming first-year students to have a computer, merely having a computer does not equate to proficiency
(Goertler, 2011). Hence, it was deemed essential to measure the participants’ computer difficulty, no matter
how broad.
The third question, a five-point Likert scale, asked the students if online delivery negatively affected their
motivation. This broad question is to measure the students’ motivation as framed by the work of Dörnyei (2009).
This question was developed with the department head for further analysis after submitting this thesis.
The final supplemental question was a self-assessment of the participant’s most recent English Writing course
grade. That answer is assumed to be the English Writing A or C grade delivered in the first quarter; however, the
wording was ambiguous. This item also used a 5-point Likert scale question measuring a broad construct. This
method of judging SLA achievement was chosen instead of using actual grade data, creating ethical concerns
and problems in obtaining access. Additionally, this choice was made in acknowledgment of issues regarding the
lack of sophistication in achievement measures brought up by Teimouri et al. (2019). With that in mind, previous
research has shown that although self-assessment does lead to some grade inflation by students, the technique
is generally reliable and that SLA researchers have utilized various measures for suitable results (Ross, 2006;
Zhang, 2019).
The researcher initially wrote these questions in Japanese and later checked by a native Japanese speaker to
ensure comprehension. The same 5-point Likert scale used on the FLRAS and DMWAT was employed for these
single-item questions to limit participant fatigue and increase interoperability (Cohen et al., 2017). The text of
these items is available in Appendix F.

3.7. Procedure
The data for this study were collected solely through the Qualtrics online questionnaire software. The
following section will describe the questionnaire layout, advertisement, onboarding, and offboarding. The
questionnaire was presented to the students at the end of the first term in August after the first-year students
completed half of the English writing course and the second-year students had finished the entire English writing
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course. This timing was decided for the logistical reasons detailed below and to compare the first- and secondyear cohorts. To confirm, this was not a longitudinal study, and the participants were only given the
questionnaire once. Additionally, no enticement, prize, grade, or credit was offered to the students for their
participation.
Table 3: Questionnaire layout

Section
Number
1

Section Title

Notes

Introduction

Letter of introduction, reasoning for research, ethical statements

2

Consent form

Ethical statements

3

Classification questions

4

8

Adapted instrument:
Ten Item Personality Index
(TIPI)
Adapted instrument:
Foreign Language Reading
Anxiety Scale (FLRAS)
Adapted instrument:
Daly-Miller Writing Anxiety
Test (DMWAT)
Adapted instrument:
Covid-19 Infection Spread
Anxiety Scale (CISAS)
Supplemental questions

Used to assure participants never took their English writing course
with in-class delivery prior to COVID-19 and to sort the students
into groups by class and grade year
Measurement of personality looking for trait anxiety, Japanese
version

9

Offboarding and appreciation

5
6
7

Measurement of skill-based reading anxiety
Measurement of skill-based writing anxiety
Measurement of anxiety related to COVID-19 in Japanese university
students
Questions about LMS use, computer difficulty, online lesson
motivation, and grade satisfaction developed for the present
research
Statement of gratitude for participant time and effort with an
invitation to register an email address for a summary of findings,
when applicable it includes an explanation of why participation was
rejected

3.7.1. Questionnaire Layout
COVID-19 has influenced the process of questionnaire development. First, to eliminate the possibility of
COVID-19 transmission occurring during data collection, face-to-face meetings, and the collection of paper
questionnaires was ruled out for online delivery. While disadvantages of online questionnaires such as computer
difficulty and self-selection for those with computers and internet connections exist, they do not outweigh the
possibility of infection (Cohen et al., 2017). Additionally, those disadvantages are irrelevant because the target
sample must have access to a computer and internet as determined by their university. The questionnaire
consists of nine sections beginning with the introduction text, through the core instruments, and ending with an
offboarding message of appreciation (see Table 3). In addition, a separate questionnaire was also produced to
provide a way of collecting email addresses from those participants who opt-in to receive a summary of the
findings. The arrangement of a questionnaire was “mediated by its psychological ordering” (Cohen et al., 2017,
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p. 493, emphasis in original). The order was to ask about personality first and warm up the students to consider
themselves (TIPI). Next, the questionnaire moved to questions about education (FLRAS and DMWAT), where the
questions are more extended. Lastly, there was a cool-off using the COVID-19 related questions (CISAS) before
asking a few final questions regarding the course to complete the questionnaire. The layout was also chosen to
include the three supplemental questions at the end as they are the ones that force the participant to consider
the entire course abstractly (Dörnyei & Taguchi, 2009). To limit mid-questionnaire dropout, none of the items
outside the consent form had a required response; however, the unfilled question reminder function was
enabled in Qualtrics to limit omission by mistake (Cohen et al., 2017).

3.7.2. Advertisement
The six instructors advertised the questionnaire to their students after receiving the prior agreement of the
head of school and the instructors' consent. When asking co-workers to assist in this undertaking, every effort
was made to limit the burden on them and give them the ability not to participate as to maintain a healthy work
relationship (Mutch, 2005; Snook, 2003)
The advertisement was done via Zoom during the live online lesson and asynchronously on the Google
Classroom LMS. The Zoom advertisement was performed on Friday, 6 August 2021, for both classes. Following
discussions on the teacher-only Slack online message board, all instructors offered to promote the questionnaire.
Some instructors offered to promote the questionnaire, while others also delegated time towards completing
it. This timing was possible as the advertisement was scheduled for the final day of classes of the first term,
where the classwork was only turning in a final writing assignment, completing other class evaluations, and a
short test. The instructors advertised the survey as something to do during the remaining class time as the work
would not take the entire class period after all required assignments were finished. The students were also given
the option to leave the Zoom without participating. As the survey was anonymous, there is no way to surmise
what participants came from each instructor. For use in the Zoom, an optional PowerPoint slide was distributed
to the instructors along with a script that requested the professors emphasize anonymity, the right of
withdrawal, and optionality. Additionally, an advertisement text and accompanying image was prepared and
distributed to the instructors for posting on the Google Classroom first on the sixth with a reminder scheduled
for a week later (see Appendix H)
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The advertisement image contained a QR code link to the Qualtrics website along with shortened URL (Tinyurl).
The original long URL generated by Qualtrics was also provided to the instructors for posting. The image and
PowerPoint slide emphasized that the questionnaire was anonymous, voluntary participation, identifiable
information was not asked, the questionnaire could be completed in 30 minutes, and accessible via a computer
or smartphone. The instructions consisted of a short explanation of the research, the reasoning, and a request
for participation. Materials made for the instructors were presented in English, and materials for the students
were produced in Japanese with confirmation from a native speaker.

3.7.3. Onboarding
Upon accessing the questionnaire, the participants are presented with a letter of introduction from the
researcher. This letter is crucial as only the students in his course knew him. Following that, a description of
anxiety related to their English language courses is given. With that foundation, a call for action to participate
follows. The nature of the questionnaire being anonymous, voluntary, and having the right of withdrawal is
emphasized. The following section described how the data would be used in the present thesis for possible
additional publications and only shared with my supervisors and the head of English at their university. Next, a
pledge to never disclose the university’s name in any publicly accessible publication is given. According to
University of Canterbury regulations, the participants are informed that the data will be deleted after five years.
Additionally, the University of Canterbury Library will keep a copy of this thesis. Next, possible risks of
participating are discussed, along with a link to their university's emotional health support center. Power
relationships and language comprehension issues are the final ethical issues addressed. As already detailed (see
Section 3.5 above), it is explained to the participants that part of the reasoning behind making the questionnaire
anonymous was to remove any issues with their instructor seeing the responses. Lastly, it is explained that a
native speaker has checked all Japanese text. After reassuring the right of withdrawal, the letter provides contact
information for the researcher, his lead supervisor, and the University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics
Committee. To continue, participants must click to affirm their agreement. They are moved to the offboarding
page if they choose not to agree.
The consent form follows the letter of introduction. Like the letter before it, the text was written in Japanese
and checked by a native speaker. However, the layout and contents were based on the University of
Canterbury’s English language consent form template. While the proposed research does not breach any
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established sensitive topics in Japan or Aotearoa New Zealand, the participants’ right to ethical treatment is
paramount. To that end and following the writing of Snook (2003), the participants were reminded of the
optionality of the questionnaire, anonymity, right of withdrawal, the confidentiality of the researchers, data
management procedures, and possible mental health ramifications. As this research took place entirely outside
of Aotearoa, New Zealand, and had no known Māori participants, there were no known Treaty of Waitangi
obligations to address in the consent form. After providing contact information, the participants are given the
option to consent and continue to the questionnaire or be offboarded.

3.7.4. Offboarding
After three possibilities, the participants are presented with an appreciation for their effort and a closing text.
First, after completing the body of the questionnaire, second, after being exited from the survey for not meeting
the requirements, or third, after not giving consent during onboarding.
Those students who complete the main body of the questionnaire receive an additional statement of
appreciation along with a final chance for the participant to finalize their submission. They are then moved to
an offboarding text that allows participants to open a separate questionnaire and provide an email address to
receive a summary of the findings. Participants ineligible for the questionnaire are moved to a similar
offboarding text that explains why they were ineligible. These students were also offered the chance to receive
a summary of the findings.
Emails for the optional summary of findings are collected using a separate Qualtrics questionnaire to
segregate the responses from the email addresses. This second questionnaire is made of a single page that
briefly explains the content of the summary and emphasizes that this is optional to those who are interested.
The update emails will be written in Japanese and English. Following the advice of the Association of Internet
Researchers, an email will be considered to be a “postcard,” meaning it is accessible by anyone and insecure
(Franzke et al., 2020, p. 80). Therefore, all email correspondence will omit any names or other identifying terms.
Lastly, the email update will be disseminated so that the email list will not be accessible to the recipients.
Lastly, data management will be addressed. Besides the optional email list described above, responses will
not directly identify data; nevertheless, all answers will be saved in a password-protected location. Qualtrics
data is protected behind the same password as my university of canterbury email. This password follows the
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best practice standards described by Grassi et al. (2017). It is also a unique password only used for this University
of Canterbury account. Data downloaded from Qualtrics is saved to the researcher’s personal computer and
tablet. Backups are kept in private Google Drive and University of Canterbury OneDrive accounts. Again, all
devices and accounts have a unique password that follows the same best-practice standards. Details of how the
data were exported from Qualtrics and manipulated are contained in the Analysis section (see Section 3.8.1
below).

3.8. Analysis
With the survey being closed and a statement thanking people for accessing the page put in its place at the
end of August, the analysis could begin. The following section will cover the workflow from exporting the data
from Qualtrics, cleaning and importing the data into SPSS, and scoring.

3.8.1. Exportation From Qualtrics
After the predetermined active period for the questionnaire expired on August 31st, the data were exported
using the Qualtrics web interface. CSV files were created for archival purposes, while SPSS compatible SAV files
were made for analysis. These files were saved on the researcher's Google Drive cloud storage, his data folder
on the University of Canterbury network, and his personal computer.

3.8.2. Data Screening and Cleaning
Initially, the researcher considered using Excel as the software was available on a local computer but, upon
reconsideration, it was decided to directly import the data into SPSS despite the many difficulties described
below. As an overseas distance student, the researcher does not have a local install of the SPSS software for use
on his computer. SPSS access is achieved by logging into a Windows 10 terminal located on the university campus.
The downsides of this method are numerous. First and foremost is the latency experienced between mouse
clicks, character input, and simple selection. This experience led the researcher to be extremely methodological
and cross-check each modification to the data. Next is a language input issue. Thankfully all translations of the
raw data were from Japanese to English as running the Japanese input software onto a remotely accessed
Windows computer was unreliable. Additionally, the default Japanese font used by SPSS was particularly difficult
to read.
Keyboard layout issues occurred as the remote machine assumed the NZ-English keyboard, but the local
computer uses the JIS layout. Thankfully. The researcher is well versed with various non-JIS layouts and was able
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to work through this difficulty. Lastly, as a quirk of SPSS and network login with Windows 10, all SPSS options
were lost upon logout. Soon the researcher learned to change key options each time he opened the SPSS
software. While none of these problems were insurmountable, they made data analysis less efficient.
The question labels and value labels in the SAV file were all written in Japanese, so first, the Japanese text was
replaced with the English equivalents determined during the back-translation phase. Next, responses were
sorted by year level (1st or 2nd), then by lesson (AB or CD), and if their lesson was the first time they had enrolled.
It was predetermined that students repeating the same lesson for the second time due to a failing grade would
not be permitted to participate in the research. These questions were devised to prevent students from wasting
their time filling out a questionnaire where the results would be discarded. Five such responses were found.
Two students indicated that this was not their first time taking the Writing CD course while also indicating they
were in their 3rd year or higher. Two additional students indicated that they were second-year students taking
Writing CD for their second time or greater time. Lastly, a single student indicated that this was their first-time
taking Writing AB and indicated they were in their 3rd year or higher. All five of these participants were
automatically moved to an off-boarding page and were not permitted to answer the main body of the
questionnaire. Their cases were deleted from the data set.
Three students were found to submit incomplete questionnaires. One participant who completed just under
half the items then left the remaining items blank had their entry deleted. Two other participants had a single
missing response. Both were in the CISAS, with one participant leaving #35, regarding finding employment, blank
while the other left #25, regarding the extended time at home, blank. Investigating if a pattern to the missing
data existed is prudent in these cases (Rubin, 1976). However, since only two responses were missing, any
finding would be difficult to determine and support.
Nevertheless, looking into the nature of the questions, it could have been that the student had not
experienced the construct queried, or, conversely, it may be that the construct came across as too personal. It
may also have been an innocuous and unconscious omission despite having Qualtrics software was set to alert
the participant to incomplete items. Given that the missing data came from two different participants, and they
are only two questions out of a 50-item instrument, it was determined that no pattern existed and decided to
remove these responses from the CISAS scores only in an "exclude cases pairwise" fashion as recommended by
Pallant (2020).
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Two second-year students taking Writing AB for the first time were also included. While Writing AB is typically
a course for first-year students, these two may have taken a leave from school during the first year. While rare,
these cases do exist. Additionally, their responses were not outliers during the initial analysis. In later
confirmation, sorting them in with the second-year students did not lead to an appreciable difference in the
hierarchal multiple regression (HMR) analysis (see Section 4.5 below).
It is essential to check the validity of the responses to assure that the target population was surveyed (Cohen
et al., 2017). In this case, the validity of the responses was reaffirmed using metadata obtained from the
Qualtrics software and an item from the supplemental questions section. First, all participants had a user
language setting of Japanese, as would be assumed. Second, an optional item asks participants which LMS they
used to match the reasonable possibilities. As discussed in the instruments section above, first-year and secondyear students should have selected particular LMS. A single participant was flagged using these criteria. However,
their responses did not show up as an outlier in subsequent analyses, so it was decided to allow their responses
to remain in the data set.
The total number of validated participants was N = 79, with n = 36 first-year students and n = 42 second-year
students (see Table 4). A class breakdown showed n = 38 identifying as enrolled in writing AB while n = 40
identified as enrolled in writing CD (see Table 5). For ease of identification, the researcher devised a scheme for
classifying the responses using the convention <AB/CD>-<gradeyear>-#. The number is randomly assigned from
1 to 78. In this scheme, a number from one to 38 is assigned to students enrolled in writing AB while response
numbers 39-78 correspond to writing CD.
Table 4: Participants by grade year

1st
2nd
Total

Frequency
36
42
78

Percent
46%
54%
100%

Table 5: Participants by class

AB
CD
Total

Frequency
38
40
78

Percent
49%
51%
100%

3.8.3. Scoring
The questionnaire contained four instruments that needed to have items recoded and scored. Each
instrument had specific rules to follow. They will be addressed individually below.
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The TIPI has an easily accessible website maintained by the instrument's creator (Gosling, n.d.). On the
website are unambiguous instructions regarding the scoring of the instrument. The TIPI comprises five distinct
traits measured by two items, one if each is negatively coded. After recording the five negative items, an average
of each pair was calculated independently and saved as a new variable with the prefix T_ to denote it as a total
score. Thusly the T_tipiEx, T_tipiAg, T_tipiCo, T_tipiNu, and T_tipiOp variables were created corresponding to
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience traits, respectively.
However, as the only neuroticism scores will be used during the investigations in this paper, and to reduce
confusion, a second Tr_tipiNuR score was reverse coded onto the one to seven scale. That means lower numbers
suggest strong emotional stability while higher numbers suggest the presence of trait neuroticism. This coding
scheme will follow the same coding scheme as the other instruments, where higher numbers indicate greater
anxiety.
The CISAS is a new instrument published last year in response to the COVID-19 outbreak (Fujii, 2021). Due to
this, no exemplars other than the original research paper regarding its creation were available to reference.
Thankfully, the four-point scale was well explained, and there were no negatively worded items, nor could there
have been due to the unambiguous phrasing of the question. On this scale, the minimum score of one
corresponds to a lack of anxiety, while a maximum score of four would suggest the presence of anxiety for the
item in question. Finally, a total score was created by adding all 50 items then dividing the sum by 50. The T_cisas
variable represents this total. However, later in the reliability analysis, five items that had negative correlations
were removed following the advice of Pallant (2020) to create a new 45 item measure named Tc_cisas.
The DMWAT has the following formula in the original paper by Daly and Miller (1975), “Writing Anxiety = 48
+ Positive Scores – Negative Scores” (p. 246). This formula was reconfirmed by online scoring instructions (Stoner,
n.d.). However, Cornwell and McKay (2000), whom the original Japanese translation of the DMWAT was taken
from, state that, “Writing Apprehension = 78 – positive scores + negative scores” (p. 123). This incongruity led
to the point of confusion. However, for the present research, it was also decided to follow the decisions of
Pichette (2009), who did not abide by the original researchers’ instructions to facilitate comparison of the
DMWAT, FLRAS, and FLCAS. Therefore, instead of following the scoring formulas, totals were made by simply
adding the scores of each instrument after reverse coding the negatively worded items. Thankfully, it was
unambiguous which items needed to be reverse coded from the original publication by Daly and Miller (1975).
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Therefore, after reverse coding, the 26 items were added and divided by 26 to create the T_dmwat variable with
higher numbers suggesting greater writing anxiety.
Unlike the other instruments, the FLRAS had no unambiguous instructions regarding the instrument's scoring
written in the original research (Saito et al., 1999). Thankfully, Cheng et al. (1999) note that positively worded
items needed reverse coding, and Miyanaga (2005) explicitly states that items #10, #11, #12, and #16 need to
be reversed. This decision was reconfirmed through face validity. Miyanaga (2005) also noticed a quirk of the
instrument, which was also found in the present research. To make a high score correspond with higher anxiety,
she instead reversed the scores of all items except for those mentioned above. This decision was also mimicked
in the present research to have higher scores correspond to greater anxiety. Therefore, after this manipulation,
the five-point Likert scale was arranged that higher numbers corresponded to greater anxiety. With reverse
coding completed, the 18 items were summed and then divided by 18 to create the new T_flras variable. Like
the CISAS discussed above, it was determined that five items were measuring separate constructs and removed
to create a new 13 item measure named Tc_flras. The reasoning is described in the reliability section below.
The last instrument used in the analysis presented herein is a single-item Likert-style question. It asked
students to measure what degree they agreed with the following statement, “I had difficulty using a computer
to access class materials and submit assignments in my English Writing class.” For ease of comprehension by the
participants, the same five-point Likert scale from the FLRAS and DMWAT was carried over to this item. However,
as the question was worded so that a low number would indicate greater difficulty, the variable was reversed
for use in the analysis. This variable is named CompDiffR, with a higher number suggesting greater difficulty.
This is a single-item variable, so no totaling or averaging was required.
Table 6: Descriptive statistics for all instruments

N
T_tipiNuR
78
Tc_flras
78
T_dmwat
78
Tc_cisas
76
CompDiffR
78
Valid N (listwise) 76

Minimum
1.00
1.89
1.19
1.16
1

Maximum
7.00
4.38
4.73
3.89
5

Mean
4.60
2.96
3.17
2.75
2.55

Standard
Deviation
1.19
.69
.67
.52
1.30

Following the advice of Pallant (2020) and explained above, the multiple item variable totals were divided by
the number of items to create a score that is easier to read. These new multiple-item variables were all given a
prefix of T_ to denote it was a total creating the T_tipiNuR, T_flras, T_dmwat, and T_cisas variables. Those
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variables which needed to be reversed were given the suffix of “R” used on the T_tipiNuR and CompDiffR
variables. Later, those variables had items removed received a “c” to denote being cut. Finally, descriptive
statistics were calculated with all five variables established (see Table 6). This base of five ratio data variables
plus the nominal data from class participation will be used in the subsequent investigations presented in the
results chapter below.
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4.

Results

In the following section, the methods used to explore the questionnaire data are described beginning with
tests of normality and reliability before moving on to the regression tests used to make the conclusions.

4.1. Normality
It is prudent to test the instruments for normal distribution to use parametric methods as planned in this
research by checking the skew, kurtosis, and trimmed means. The first two statistics are found in Table 7 with
the last one in Table 8. Pallant (2020) advises that the skewness and kurtosis statistics need to be less than one,
while Cohen et al. (2017) advise that a statistic that is twice the standard error suggests an absence of normality.
The FLRAS, DMWAT, CISAS, and CompDiff had their skewness and kurtosis normality supported. The TIPI
neuroticism variable failed Pallant's (2020) advice for kurtosis and Cohen et al. (2017) for skewness and kurtosis;
however, the direction of other researchers allows for a score of less than three for skewness and less than ten
for kurtosis (Field, 2009; Kline, 2011). The normality of TIPI neuroticism is supported using this advice. Following
Pallant (2020), the difference between the 5% trimmed mean and mean is acceptably close for all variables (see
Table 8). An additional check for normal distribution uses the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests. While
Pallant (2020) recommends the former, Cohen et al. (2017) suggests the latter. The score needs to be nonsignificant (e.g., greater than 0.05) for both. Among the five instruments in question, the TIPI neuroticism and
computer difficulty variables fail this test (see Table 9).
Table 7: Skew and kurtosis

T_tipiNuR
Tc_flras
T_dmwat
Tc_cisas
CompDiffR
Valid N (listwise)

N
Statistic
78
78
78
76
78
76

Skewness
Statistic
-0.67
-0.10
-0.25
-0.26
0.49

Std. Error
0.27
0.27
0.27
0.28
0.27

Kurtosis
Statistic
1.16
-0.29
0.40
0.19
-0.98

Std. Error
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.54

In conclusion, the three variables with numerous items passed the normality check with no issues. However,
the two-item TIPI neuroticism and single-item computer difficulty variables showed some weaknesses.
Computer difficultly had more substantial support, only failing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests.
On the other hand, TIPI neuroticism failed similarly to computer difficulty in the skew and kurtosis tests.
However, those skew and kurtosis scores were not well beyond the guidelines of Cohen et al. (2017) or Pallant
(2020). Therefore, with additional support from Field (2009) and Kline (2011), who argue that kurtosis scores
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may be less than ten, the TIPI neuroticism and computer difficulty variables demonstrated normal distribution
for the subsequent analysis.
Table 8: 5% Trimmed mean

T_tipiNuR

Tc_flras

T_dmwat

Tc_cisas

CompDiffR

Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Statistic
4.60
4.33
4.87
4.66
2.96
2.80
3.11
2.96
3.17
3.02
3.32
3.18
2.75
2.63
2.86
2.75
2.55
2.26
2.84
2.50

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Mean
95% Confidence Interval for Mean

Lower Bound
Upper Bound

5% Trimmed Mean
Table 9: Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests

T_tipiNuR
Tc_flras
T_dmwat
Tc_cioas
CompDiffR

Kolmogorov-Smirnova
Statistic
df
.15
78
.06
78
.08
78
.06
76
.27
78

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
.94
.99
.99
.99
.86

Sig.
.000
.200*
.200*
.200*
.000

df
78
78
78
76
78

Sig.
.002
.680
.776
.795
.000

*. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

4.2. Reliability
The reliability of the instruments was confirmed using Cronbach's ⍺ coefficient and the mean inter-item
correlation. DeVellis (2012, as cited in Pallant 2020) argues that r = 0.7 is an acceptable score, while Cohen et al.
(2017) argue that scores of r = 0.67 or greater are acceptable. However, these reliability scales become overly
sensitive with instruments using small scales of ten items or less. In these cases, the mean inter-item correlation
is recommended. Acceptable scores fall between r = 0.2 and r = 0.4. Additionally, as these tests are performed
on the items that make up an instrument and not the totals, it was confirmed that all items required were
reversed coded before performing the analysis. As a unique single-item measure, the computer difficulty
variable will be discussed at the end of the section.
The analysis showed that the DMWAT had no problems and left as-is; however, some abnormalities were
found in the FLRAS and CISAS. Therefore, according to Pallant (2020) and Cohen et al. (2017), the inter-item
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correlation matrix, the corrected item-total correlation, and Cronbach's ⍺ if item deleted scores should be
investigated. This testing allows the researcher to find items that may not have been correctly reverse-coded or
may be measuring a different construct.
The FLRAS has had issues with Asian students studying English. Pae (2012) found five of the 18 FLRAS items in
her study of Korean students had poor to negative results in the inter-item correlation matrix and chose to
eliminate them from her study. The same happened in the present study. After reconfirming the reverse-coding
of all items in the data set, the inter-item correlation matrix exposed five items that had negative values: #8,
#14, #16, #17, and #18. Further investigation showed that these five items scored less than 0.3 in the corrected
item-total correlation. All but one item had a Cronbach's ⍺ if item deleted score greater than the .81 Cronbach's
⍺ score (Pallant, 2020). On face value, these items may be measuring separate constructs. First, #8 is regarding
the pronunciation of words in the target language. Item #14 asks if the participant would be happy only learning
to speak the target language. Somewhat similar, item #16 asks if the participant is satisfied with their reading
ability. The last two, #17 and #18, query the role of target language culture and history in reading comprehension.
Looking at the corrected item-total correlation and Cronbach's ⍺ if item deleted scores, it is apparent that #8,
#17, and #18 have a more powerful negative variance than #14 and #16 (see Table 10). Due to this discrepancy
and seeing that these items may be measuring separate constructs, they were removed from the analysis
following the advice of Pallant (2020) and Cohen et al. (2017).
Table 10: FLRAS deleted items

flras_r8
flras_r14
flras_16
flras_r17
flras_r18

Corrected ItemTotal
Cronbach's ⍺ if
Correlation
Item Deleted
-.05
.83
.23
.81
.29
.80
-.05
.82
-.17
.83

A similar situation arose for the CISAS. There were numerous negative scores in the inter-item correlation
matrix with five items scoring less than 0.3 on the Corrected item-total correlation with three of those items
also showing their removal would raise the overall Cronbach's ⍺ score beyond the initial score of .94 when not
rounded to two places (see Table 11). These were items #1, #2, #15, #19, #46. Items #2 and #46 questioned
anxiety-related the influence of COVID-19 on the local economy and increasing costs, respectively. Items #1, #15,
and #19 queried the ability to go outside, with the last two regarding crowded places. For the economy-based
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question on face value, it is unsure why these two would be different as there are other items related to the
economy in the instrument. However, the other three items on face value do seem to be related to social anxiety,
which might have existed prior to COVID-19. Following Pallant (2020) and Cohen et al. (2017), these items were
removed, and the reliability tests were performed again.
Table 11: CISAS deleted items

cisas_1
cisas_2
cisas_15
cisas_19
cisas_46

Corrected Item- Cronbach’s ⍺ if
Total Correlation Item Deleted
.25
.94
.17
.94
.26
.94
.22
.94
.29
.94

Using the new 13 item and 45 item versions of the FLRAS and CISAS, reliability analysis was calculated for a
second time. For the FLRAS, the Cronbach ⍺ went from .81 to .87. Item #13 now displayed a corrected item-total
correlation of .29 and a Cronbach's ⍺ if item deleted of .87, beyond the limits set by Pallant (2020). However, as
there were no negative numbers found in the inter-item correlation matrix, it was decided to leave this item. As
for the CISAS, the Cronbach ⍺ had a more modest gain of only .003 points. While negative numbers were still
found in the inter-item correlation matrix, the aggregate had decreased. Looking at the corrected item-total
correlation, five items now displayed numbers less than .3. However, as the corresponding Cronbach's ⍺ if item
deleted scores were not greater than the new score of .94, it was decided to use the new 45 item instrument
for the following analyses. The instrument totals were remade into new Tc_flras, and Tc_cisas measures with
the “c” added to denote that the total was the cut version.
For the computer difficulty single-item instrument, various mathematical validity methods were considered.
While methods for creating a reliability score for single-item measures have been published, the data from the
present study did not fulfill the requirements for the methods described (Ginns & Barrie, 2004; Wanous & Hudy,
2001). Therefore, including a single-item measure presents limitations to the present research, which are
discussed further below (see Section 6.1).
After modifying the FLRAS and CISAS, all instruments displayed strong Cronbach ⍺ scores supporting their
reliability. In addition, the TIPI neuroticism instrument being only two items was verified using the inter-item
correlation scores (see Table 12). Lastly, the computer difficulty single-item instrument could not receive
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mathematical reliability testing. Therefore, its inclusion has been justified as a unidimensional, solid construct
with clear, unambiguous language (Fisher et al., 2016).
Table 12: Reliability statistics

Instrument
Tc_flras
T_dmwat
Tc_cioas
Instrument
T_tipiNuR

Cronbach’s ⍺
.87
.95
.94
Inter-Item Correlation
.25

4.3. FLRAS DMWAT Correlation
One fundamental question confirming other research and framing the subsequent analysis is to measure the
correlation between reading and writing anxiety measures in the second language. These anxieties, measured
by the FLRAS and DMWAT, will become the dependent variables (DVs) in subsequent analyses below. Initially, a
scatter plot of the correlation was created using SPSS (see Figure 2), with class coded by black and grey dots. A
correlation appears between the two instruments, and the distribution of the class variable appears even. This
finding suggests that class standing would not play a significant role in reading or writing anxiety.
Figure 2: Scatter plot of DMWAT and FLRAS correlation

The relationship between skill-based reading and writing anxieties as measured by the FLRAS and DMWAT
were investigated using a Pearson product-movement correlation coefficient. As detailed above, parametric
analysis techniques are effective for both scales as they have a normal distribution and linearity. There was a
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significant positive correlation between the two variables, r = .69, n = 78, p <0.01 (see Table 13). The coefficient
of determination for the FLRAS and DMWAT was r2 = .48, meaning the two instruments have 48% shared
variance. This finding provides concurrent validation of the variables for continued analysis. It additionally
foreshadows the influence of class level on the students' skill-based reading and writing anxiety continued in
the following section.
Table 13: FLRAS/DMWAT Person product-movement correlation table

Tc_flras
T_dmwat

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Tc_flras
1
78
.69**
.000
78

T_dmwat
.69**
.000
78
1
78

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

4.4. Hierarchical Multiple Regression: Preparation
Before running hierarchical multiple regression (HMR), various checks are performed. First was finding
examples of HMR used in previous SLA research in East Asia as a reference (Hung & Loh, 2021; Ito, 2021; Yip,
2021). Pre-calculation checks for normality were confirmed and detailed previously (see Section 4.1 above). The
sample size of n = 76 (pairwise deletion) falls just within the recommendations of Cohen et al. (2017), Pallant
(2020), and Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) of ≥50 + (8 x number of IV). Multicollinearity of the DV as shown by a
score of r = .9 or greater was not found (Cohen et al., 2017). Scores for tolerance and VIF were satisfactory.
Visual inspection of the normal probability plot and the scatterplot were acceptable; however, the distribution
showed a minor lack of homoscedasticity with more points falling below the line. Measures looking for outliers
were satisfactory. Scores for Cook's Distance were well below the boundary of 1, and Mahalanobis distance
values below the boundary score of 16.27 for 3 IV at p=0.001.
One issue did appear with the correlation coefficients between the IV and DV. According to Cohen et al. (2017),
these should all land between .3 and .7, while Pallant (2020) advises that scores stay below .7. For all cases
except one, the values were less than .3. As there are no values over .7, there are no concerns of multicollinearity
and singularity. The DV and IV correlation matrix is provided in Table 14.
The Pearson product-moment correlations give some initial insight into the findings presented below. As
already described above, the strongest correlation among the factors is between the FLRAS and DMWAT (r = .69)
(see Section 4.3 above). Trait anxiety as measured by the TIPI shows modest correlations with both skill-based
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anxiety measures (FLRAS r = .23, DMWAT r = .26), but the correlation weakens when matched to the CISAS (r
= .16) and computer difficulty factors (r = .05). This score hints at the weak influence of COVID-19 among the
students in general, as discussed later (see Section 5.1 below). Moving to the computer difficulty measure, it is
interesting that the TIPI has the weakest correlation among the anxiety measures. This finding would suggest
that trait anxiety has little influence on computer know-how. Furthermore, the negative correlation of computer
difficulty to class standing (r = -0.08) hints that time with online delivery slightly weakens the difficulty of taking
the course.
Table 14: Pearson product-moment correlations among all factors

Class
T_tipiNuR
Tc_flras
T_dmwat
Tc_cisas
CompDiffR

1
1
-0.05
-0.10
.06
.10
-.08

2

3

4

5

6

1
.23*
.26*
.16
.05

1
.69**
.15
.29*

1
.30**
.34**

1
.32**

1

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

4.5. Model A: Influence of Class Level
HMR was performed twice to assess the influence of class level after controlling for trait neuroticism and
COVID-19 related anxiety on the students' skill-based reading and writing anxiety scores, as measured by the
FLRAS and DMWAT, respectively. As discussed above, the data were satisfactory for both parametric techniques
and HMR. Therefore, at Step 1, the TIPI neuroticism and CISAS variables were entered with the class variable
entered at Step 2.
Table 15: Hierarchical multiple regression analysis summary - Model A FLRAS

Step
1

Measures

B

SE B

Beta

sr

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas

1.97
.12
.15

.48
.07
.15

.22
.12

.21
.11

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas
Class

2.15
.12
.17
-0.14

.52
.07
.15
.16

2

adjusted R2Δ adjusted R2
.04
.04

-0.003
.21
.13
-0.10

.04

.21
.12
-0.10

sr = semipartial correlation coefficient
no asterisk = not statistically significant
*p < .05

First, the results with skill-based reading (FLRAS) as the DV (see Table 15). At step one, only 4.2% of the
variance was explained by the two control variables, adjusted R2 = .042, p = .078. With Step 2 and the additional
class variable slightly lowered the variance, adjusted R2 = .039, p = .121. Hence, the addition of class decreased
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the predictive power, adjusted R2Δ = -0.003, p = .389. All scores were found to be insignificant at the p <.05
level.
Next, the results for skill-based writing (DMWAT) as the DV (see Table 16). At step one 11.2% of the variance
was explained by the two control variables, adjusted R2 = .11, p <.05. With Step 2 and the additional class variable
slightly lowered the variance, adjusted R2 = .10, p < .05. Same as the FLRAS as detailed above, the addition of
class decreased the predictive power, adjusted R2Δ = -0.010, p = .686. While in Step 1 and Step 2, the ANOVA
significance scores were found to be significant at the p < .05 level, in the final model, only the CISAS was found
to have a significant unique contribution to the model (sr = .25, p <.05). The TIPI neuroticism factor had a notable
semi partial correlation value; however, it was narrowly above the significance power level (sr = .22, p = .05).
Table 16: Hierarchical multiple regression analysis summary - Model A DMWAT

Step
1

Measures

B

SE B

Beta

sr

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas

1.68
.12
.34

.45
.06
.14

.22
.26*

.22
.26

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas
Class

1.61
.12
.33
.06

.49
.06
.14
.15

2

adjusted R2Δ adjusted R2
.11*
.11

-0.01
.22
.26*
.05

.10

.22
.25
.04

sr = semipartial correlation coefficient
no asterisk = not statistically significant
*p < .05

Independent-samples t-tests were performed on the DV and the IV using the class variable for grouping to
add correlational validity. TIPI and CISAS to compare those scores. In every case, the test showed that the
difference in scores between the first- and second-year students was not statistically significant (see Table 17).
Table 17: Independent-samples T-test, grouped by class

Variable
Tc_flras
T_dmwat
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas
CompDiffR

t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

.58
-0.96
.63
-0.64
.73

76
76
76
74
76

.57
.34
.53
.53
.47

no asterisk = not statistically significant
*p < .05

4.6. Model B: Influence of Computer Difficulty
Similar to the analysis in Model A, HMR was performed twice more to assess the influence of computer
difficulty, this time after controlling for trait neuroticism and COVID-19 related anxiety on the students' FLRAS
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and DMWAT scores with all measures being previously cleared for use in HMR. At Step 1, the TIPI neuroticism
and CISAS variables were entered with the computer difficulty variable entered at Step 2.
First the results with skill-based reading (FLRAS) as the DV (see Table 18). Like Model A above, at step one
only 4.2% of the variance was explained, insignificantly, by the two control variables, adjusted R2 = .04, p = .078.
With Step 2 and the additional computer difficulty variable the model was straightened and became significant,
adjusted R2 = .10, p <.05, adjusted R2Δ = 0.05, p = .02. In the final model only the computer difficulty variable
significantly contributed to the variance (sr = .26, p < .05).
Table 18: Hierarchical multiple regression analysis summary - Model B FLRAS

Step
1

Measures

B

SE B

Beta

sr

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas

1.97
.12
.15

.48
.07
.15

.22
.12

.21
.11

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas
CompDiffR

1.928
.12
.04
.14

.47
.06
.16
.06

2

adjusted R2Δ adjusted R2
.04
.04

.05*
.22
.03
.27*

.10

.21
.03
.26

sr = semipartial correlation coefficient
no asterisk = not statistically significant
*p < .05
Table 19: Hierarchical multiple regression analysis summary - Model B DMWAT

Step
1

Measures

B

SE B

Beta

sr

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas

1.68
.12
.34

.45
.06
.14

.22
.26*

.22
.26

Constant
T_tipiNuR
Tc_cisas
CompDiffR

1.63
.12
.22
.14

.43
.06
.14
.06

2

adjusted R2Δ adjusted R2
.11*
.11*

.06*
.22*
.17
.28*

.17*

.22
.16
.26

sr = semipartial correlation coefficient
no asterisk = not statistically significant
*p < .05

Next the results for skill-based writing (DMWAT) as the DV (see Table 19). At step one 11% of the variance
was explained by the two control variables, adjusted R2 = .11, p <.05. With Step 2 the variance was raised to
17.1%, adjusted R2 = .17, p <.05. The addition of the CompDiff variable added significant power to the model,
adjusted R2Δ = 0.06, p <.05. Interestingly, Step 1 only the CISAS had a significant contribution to the variance (sr
= .26, p <.05), but in Step 2 the CISAS became insignificant. It was found that the CompDiff variable (sr = .26, p
<.05) provided the most unique influence followed by the TIPI (sr = .22, p <.05).
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5.

Discussion

Anxiety is assumed to be part of the second language acquisition (SLA) journey (Horwitz, 1988; Horwitz et al.,
1986). Whether anxiety or ability is at the heart of issues with the students, the instructor should work towards
addressing anxiety and ability both as they feed into each other (MacIntyre, 1995). However, as Saito et al.
(1999) found for skill-based reading anxiety, maybe we need more explicit instruction about the basic how-to.
This opinion is supported by the finding that previous computer knowledge and effort, as measured by
homework grades, were better predictors of outcomes in online courses (Dutton et al., 2002). Furthermore,
general computer skills and a lack of familiarity with the learning management system (LMS) and other software
cause learner anxiety in online courses (Ushida, 2006). These studies suggest a gap between the image of
computer know-how and reality. Goertler (2011) supports this position showing that student computer ability
is generally sufficient for basic tasks, but that ability is not required for more sophisticated usage required in
online SLA courses. The positions described above are supported by the present study and will be discussed in
the present chapter by focusing on the two broad research questions. First, addressing the finding that the
COVID-19 pandemic was less influential on skill-based reading and writing anxiety on the students sampled, then
moving on to how reading and writing skill-based anxieties were primarily influenced by computer difficulty.

5.1. COVID-19 and Japanese Students
Campus delivery allows the instructor a greater range of abilities to judge a student's emotional state;
however, this is curtailed with online delivery (Russell & Murphy-Judy, 2020). Despite having access to student
writing, including weekly stream of consciousness writing assignments, which sometimes touched on aspects of
the pandemic, it was still difficult to judge the impact of COVID-19 on the students. It seemed that the pandemic
was not as influential on the students through conjecture. This finding was surprising as one would assume the
opposite, given academic reports and casual media locally and internationally (Ando, 2021; Biber et al., 2020;
Masutani, 2020). Additionally, anecdotal examples of students expressing extreme difficulties in discussion
groups like those addressed by the CISAS instrument have been seen online (Kaz, 2021; Konan University:
Regional Liaison Center, 2021). While those lived experiences are valid and worthy of research and appropriate
mental health support, such reports may be coming from self-selecting groups and not representative of the
student body in general, as suggested by the current findings. For students experiencing high levels of COVID-
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19 related anxiety, there may be a strong negative influence on motivation or grades that should be investigated
in subsequent research.
The mean result of 2.75 for the CISAS argues for modest importance (see Table 6). However, it is crucial to
remember that there was no neutral response on the questionnaire to contextualize this finding. The participant
must choose between having anxiety or not having it. Hence, after averaging over 50 items, 2.5 becomes the
neutral score. Seeing that the mean is 0.25 over the neutral score tells us that the students only experience
moderate anxiety due to COVID-19 (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: CISAS histogram

Additionally, in this section of the questionnaire, the instructions did not direct students to limit their
consideration to just the English courses. Therefore, the results hint at a general state of disengagement, which
may be more common for university students in Japan. A study by Maekawa (2021) supports this position as
most first- and second-year students she questioned gave no feedback on the benefits of online delivery nor
offered points for improvement. Furthermore, the students studied by Maekawa (2021) were not majors in the
liberal arts and were in required English language courses similar to the cohort examined in this research.
Despite the ubiquitous impact of COVID-19, in required courses language courses, it may be inferred that
motivation has a more significant impact. This judgment fits in with other research that shows students who are
required to take a language class, exhibit less motivation, with their anxiety increasing as time goes on and the
deadline to graduate looms nearer (Samimy & Tabuse, 1992).
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The image of Japanese education being an "exam-hell" is exaggerated in terms of quantitative investigations
by some researchers (Komatsu & Rappleye, 2018; Park & Lim, 2020). However, as observed first-hand by the
researcher, children of high socioeconomic status in an advantageous geographical location, and aiming for
aspirational schools, expend tremendous effort and resources preparing for university entrance exams during
primary and secondary education. The university in question is aspirational, so much that juku cram schools post
the number of successful students in their advertisements (see Figure 4). This judgment is supported by Entrich
(2019), who shows how juku has become a significant influence on student decision-making, and student agency,
in terms of academic choice, has grown. Furthermore, Kuramoto and Koizumi (2018) contextualize the
difference between Western and Japanese tests, showing that entrance exams are used as a gateway to
admission and work in a trickle-down fashion and inform lesson contents on the primary and secondary levels.
This contextualization follows along with the criticisms of the Japanese university system forwarded by Amano
and Poole (2005). As the institution in question requires extraordinary effort to enter, one may assume that
students who have spent so much time and effort to enter such an aspirational university may have more
significant fears for the future and feelings of missing out due to COVID-19 disruptions. However, with the
current sample, this does not appear to be the case. Perhaps the students are more resilient than we might
think, or, on the other hand, they may feel they have completed the hard part of their university education by
merely gaining entrance.
Figure 4: Train station advertisement for a juku naming the number of their studnets who entered various asprational universities
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Contextually there may be some additional clues to explain the weak influence of COVID-19 on the students.
A detailed description of the student body would help explain this but, at the same time, violate the promise of
anonymity given to the participants, so the descriptions below are vague for ethical reasons. According to a 2018
report, over 50% of university students in Japan claimed they studied over 20 hours per week at home or juku
as high school students in their final year. However, after entering university, self-study and reading dropped to
less than ten hours per week for over 50% of the respondents. Furthermore, around half of the respondents did
not join a school club, and one-third worked over ten hours a week (Tokyo, 2018). Student priorities change
drastically from high school to university, as shown by the data above, along with personal experience. This lack
of emphasis on university study may make Japanese students less susceptible to COVID-19 related anxieties
when compared to their overseas counterparts.
In summary, COVID-19 appears to have not created significant stress in the students questioned. It is unlikely
that a lack of forthcoming by the participants significantly influenced the findings as follow-on effects such as
absenteeism and grades were not abnormal; additionally, COVID-19 was not a common topic in the students
writing and or online discussions. The lack of impact from COVID-19 on the students in the cohort allowed this
investigation to shift away from the pandemic, which will (hopefully) not continue indefinitely. Looking to online
delivery currently while in the pandemic and towards a post-COVID-19 environment, how can the present
findings be used to inform best practices for SLA courses with online delivery? The hierarchal multiple regression
(HMR) analysis discussed below can answer this question.

5.1.1. Online Lessons Influence on Skill-Based Anxieties
From now the discussion will move to the second research question that asked about the degree of influence
COVID-19 related anxiety and online lesson delivery had on the student’s skill-based reading and writing anxiety.
As shown above, COVID-19 has impacted the students to a weaker than expected degree, so instead of making
COVID-19 the deciding factor in the HMR analysis, it became a second control variable after the measure of trait
anxiety and was used in the first step. It is possible to separate the influence of factors and measure their
predictive ability on a DV using HMR. Therefore, the CISAS for COVID-19 anxiety and TIPI neuroticism for trait
anxiety were used to control these confounding variables. The FLRAS and DMWAT measured skill-based reading
and writing anxiety as the IVs. As the course investigated was on English writing and had no graded speaking or
listening component, no measurements of skill-based speaking or listening anxiety were made. A total of four
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HMR analyses were run, measuring two models of IVs, first against the FLRAS and second the DMWAT. Model A
uses class standing (AB or CD course) as a measure of time in university-level online English Writing courses
mimicking the work of Pichette (2009). Model B uses the single-item computer difficulty question to broadly
measure the technical impact of online courses on the DV designed particularly for this research. So, while the
control variables of COVID-19 and trait anxiety remained, an additional DV was added in each model. Therefore,
each model required testing against each of the two DV, making four processes. A visual representation of these
four models is found below (see Figure 5). The models are discussed in isolation in the following sections;
afterward, the two DV are examined.
Figure 5: Model visualizations

5.2. Model A: Class Standing (Time)
First, reading anxiety as the DV will be discussed. Of all four HMR performed for this research, this was the
weakest and least significant. No measures were deemed significant at the p < .05 power level. Additionally, the
class standing filling in as a measure of time in online courses made the model less powerful, with a change in
the adjusted R2 coming to -0.003 and a standardized Beta coefficient of -0.10 (see Table 15). In other words,
class standing offered no support to the model’s predictive power on student reading anxiety.
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Next, we move to the influence of class standing on writing anxiety. The outcome remains the same despite
some differences. Adding class standing weakened the model by .01 points, lowering the predicted variance
from 11% to 10% (see Table 16). In other words, the model of trait anxiety and COVID-19 anxiety could explain
11% of a student's writing anxiety score. When class standing was added as an additional factor, the model could
only explain 10% of the writing anxiety score. However, the difference between the reading and writing anxiety
models is that writing anxiety maintains statistical significance throughout both steps. This significance is due to
the influence of COVID-19 anxiety remaining significant at the p <.05 power level in both Part 1 and Part 2. That
understood, including the class standing variable decreases the standardized Beta coefficient of COVID-19
anxiety by 0.005 points.
Originally the present study was to follow the work of Pichette (2009), as he also used only one measurement
period and used class standing to represent time in online courses. In that study, he found a significant difference
in skill-based anxiety between the beginner and experienced participants in online delivery while the in-class
participants showed no change. The HMR does not support this finding as presented here (see Table 15 and
Table 16) and is confirmed by the independent-samples t-tests (see Table 17). Work looking into anxiety in SLA
is by no means new; however, Pichette's (2009) study was the first to compare online to in-class delivery in
terms of time. Generally, time in class has been found to lessen anxiety, with two notable caveats. The first
caveat is languages where new culturally-based norms are introduced (e.g., polite keigo language or seasonal
greetings in Japanese), and, second, when the student is pressured and class performance and impeding
deadlines to graduate (Kitano, 2001; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1991a; Zhao et al., 2013). Conclusive findings that
online lessons lead to less SLA anxiety would give confirmatory power to the theories such as the L2 motivational
self-system proposed by Dörnyei (2009) and supporting curriculum changes. However, the present study does
not support this finding as class standing weakened the HMR models described above.
On the other hand, it does not support negating Pichette's (2009) findings either. Our two studies had very
different samples contextually, the current sample is much smaller, and the current study only measured reading
and writing skill-based anxiety ignoring verbal communication covered in Pichette's (2009) work. These
limitations are discussed further below (see Section 6.1).
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With class having such a small and insignificant influence on reading and writing anxiety and fulfilling a desire
to find evidence put into praxis, a further test was performed using the same analysis format but swapping out
class standing for computer difficulty.

5.2.1. Model B: Computer Difficulty
As with Model A, the DV of reading and writing anxiety remains the same, as do the control variables of trait
anxiety and COVID-19 anxiety placed into Step 1 of the HMR analysis. So, in our two models, A and B, the control
variables of trait anxiety and COVID-19 anxiety remain the same in Step 1. In Step 2, where a third new variable
is added to see how it influences the model, the model changes. This third variable in Step 2 was class standing
in the previous section. Model B is discussed in this section, where the third variable is changed to computer
difficulty. The computer difficulty item is a broad single-item measure. That is to say, it was only a single question
on the questionnaire. Because it is a single-item measure, great care must be exerted not to delve too deep and
make unfounded suppositions based on the results collected (Fisher et al., 2016). With this caveat in mind, the
discussion may continue.
First, the model was tested against the FLRAS as the DV to see the influence and predictive power of the three
factors of trait anxiety, COVID-19 anxiety, and computer difficulty. As with the first model, the results from the
first step are the same, with weak and insignificant findings. However, adding the computer difficulty factor
makes a noticeable and significant difference in both the change in R2 and the ANOVA significance of the R2 is
supported with a final predictive power of 9.6% (see Table 18). It should be noted that only the standardized
Beta coefficient of .27 from the computer difficulty factor was found to impact the model significantly. This
finding does two things for the study. First, it supports the influence of the computer difficulty factor on writing
anxiety below. Second, it reinforces issues with the FLRAS and its use in this study, as discussed later (see Section
5.2.2 below).
The key findings of this research are found in the final HMR analysis on the DMWAT measure of writing anxiety.
Like in Model A, the influence of trait anxiety and COVID-19 anxiety explains 11% of the variance at the p <.05
power level (see Table 19). Also, as described above, only the COVID-19 measure is significant to the model with
a standardized Beta coefficient of .264. However, in Step 2, a shift occurs when the computer difficulty factor is
included. The standardized Beta coefficient for COVID-19 anxiety falls nearly a tenth of a point to .17, and the
significance score shoots well above the .05 power level. At the same time, the standardized Beta coefficient for
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trait anxiety raises by a fraction and becomes significant. The additional computer difficulty factor comes in
significantly with the strongest standardized Beta coefficient of .28. In the end, the model’s predictive power
raises by 5.9% and can predict 17% of a student's writing anxiety score. In other words, before adding computer
difficulty to the model, COVID-19 anxiety played a significant role in predicting the student’s writing anxiety.
However, adding computer difficulty made COVID-19 anxiety contribute less to the model and weakened the
significance of that contribution.
The total predictive power of this model on writing anxiety is moderate at best. However, the confirmation
of findings previously discussed creates a direction to focus future studies on the topic of skill-based anxiety for
online delivery, along with providing indications towards pedagogical practice, making these findings worth
noticing. First, we can see how adding a more decisive factor makes COVID-19 anxiety weaker and insignificant.
As discussed above, for this cohort, and perhaps Japanese university students generally, COVID-19 may not be
as dramatic an influence as we may fear. Second, the difficulties of computer use become apparent for educators
and students alike. As Nae (2020) frankly argues, basic computer know-how is deficient in educators, which has
a follow-on effect on the student body. The instructors' inability to manage their technology and the institutions'
inability to recognize the condition on the ground, a gap between image and reality, creates more detrimental
anxiety for students in online lessons than COVID-19. This situation is compounded by educators' assumption
that the ability of students to use technology is sophisticated enough to use these more complicated systems
(Goertler, 2011). Hence, another different gap between image and reality is created between what the educator
thinks the students can do and what students can do. Left without a foundation of technical knowledge to fall
back on or explicit instruction from the teacher, they become anxious, not knowing what to do.

5.2.2. Reading Anxiety - FLRAS
In conclusion, both DVs were not significantly influenced by class standing. In addition, the FLRAS shows itself
to be a weaker instrument than the DMWAT. Whether it is due to problems with the FLRAS instrument itself or
the nature of the course under consideration, the findings show that FLRAS, or in other terms, reading anxiety,
is inconsequential to the course at hand with the cohort being studied.
The weak influence of the DV tested against skill-based reading anxiety may be explained by the instrument
itself, along with the nature of reading itself. There are valid criticisms of the FLRAS regarding the context that
reading is performed (e.g., for a test, for pleasure) and the core idea of separate skill-based reading anxiety for
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additional languages. (Miyanaga, 2005; Sparks, Luebbers, et al., 2018; Sparks, Patton, et al., 2018). Furthermore,
others argue that reading anxiety only has a marginal role on comprehension and is the least stressful of the
skill-based anxieties (Matsumura, 2001; Zhang, 2019). For example, the FLRAS items #17 and #18 queries the
need to understand English culture. What a broad construct! As an illustration, consider that each of the six
instructors in the program in question comes from entirely different cultural backgrounds. It is not surprising
that these two items had negative collations and required removal.
Additionally, the curriculum is now more contextually related to students' lived experiences following the
adoption of SLA research into practice (Cook, 2016; Gardner, 1985). So, we must then look into the cohort. Saito
et al. (1999) argue that the greater the distance of the target language, the greater possibility that reading
anxiety may exist. However, Zhang (2019), in her meta-analysis of research on skill-based anxieties, did not find
a difference between heavily differentiated and similar writing systems. While the argument of Saito et al. (1999)
may be valid for L1 English users learning an Asian or African language with a new script, it may not follow
students studying English across the globe as Zhang (2019) has found. The English language's hegemonic
standing and ubiquitous Anglophone mass media in the firmament make the language and Anglophone culture
universally familiar (Canagarajah, 2004). These students are not required to investigate a new L2 identity as the
L2 English use is safely set in their home country or tightly mediated workplace situations (Dörnyei, 2009). The
hegemonic influence of English weakens any culturally based anxiety the learner may have. While reading
anxiety may strongly influence the study of other languages, in the case of English, this impact is lessening, and
outliers, as Mikami (2019) argues, may be assisted with better, targeted instruction.

5.2.3. Writing Anxiety - DMWAT
The DMWAT proved to be the most robust instrument in the present research. Zhang (2019) found that
writing has received the least attention in skill-based anxiety research. Still, in the current study, the instrument
demonstrated a solid design that should attract other researchers to its use. That robustness enforces the finding
that time in online delivery, as measured by class standing in Model A, does not influence student reading or
writing anxiety. On the other hand, the combined findings from Model A and Model B give a decisive repudiation
to COVID-19 as a source of anxiety, especially anxiety related to second language learning, in the sample.
Instead of COVID-19 anxiety, computer difficulty contributed a solid correlation to both DVs, particularly
writing. This finding corresponds to Shimomura and Manushina’s (2021) paper, where language anxiety was
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unchanged between online and in-class delivery. As stated above, being a broad construct means what aspect
of computer difficulty, technical know-how, hardware deficiencies, internet connectivity issues, or the myriad
of other possibilities is unknowable with the present data (Fisher et al., 2016). That understood, it does give
researchers and instructors food for thought and hints towards the recommendation from Dutton et al. (2002)
regarding proper orientation to computing skills for online students being a possibly significant factor of student
success. The warning of Goertler (2011) not to overestimate the computer know-how of online students also
supports this finding. The implications of this finding, among others, are considered in the following chapter (see
Section 6.2 below).
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6.

Limitations and Implications

Every study has significant limitations that the researcher must humbly acknowledge—something particularly
true for a novice researcher. Acknowledgment of the mistakes, misunderstandings, and limitations expressed
below is done to find where deficiencies exist and where efforts at future improvement may be focused.
Similarly, yet from a more positive perspective, the paper's implications are speculative. They are not definitive
conclusions but instead call for further investigation and invitations for constructive criticism. First, the many
limitations will be addressed, followed by the implications.

6.1. Limitations
To begin, issues with the structure of the research and methodologies used. Two items were lacking from the
current study. First is a control group which was one of the initial criticisms of the FLACS made by Sparks and
Ganschow (1991). Experimental research design calls for a control group to compare the cohort that received
an intervention (Cohen et al., 2017). Unlike medical research, where the possibility of catastrophic side effects
is substantial, in educational research, ethical considerations place greater weight on applying possibly beneficial
interventions to the most significant number of participants (Mutch, 2005; Snook, 2003).
Furthermore, the research design was not so experimental as it was correlational. While Pichette (2009) was
able to compare in-class to online delivery given the impact of the pandemic, there was no cohort at the
institution in question, nor in the geographical area to provide an in-class control group. The difference between
the first- and second-year students was added, in part, to compensate for the omission of a control group.
The second structural and methodological limitation was omitting a more rigorous measure of achievement.
Teimouri et al. (2019), in a meta-analysis of research incorporating skill-based anxiety measures, found a lack of
sophistication and reporting in how achievement is measured across the board. The current study included a
valid self-reporting measure in SLA and general educational realms (Ross, 2006; Teimouri et al., 2019). However,
this datum was not used in the analysis as the number of participants was insufficient to add another IV (Cohen
et al., 2017; Pallant, 2020). Next, there were ethical limitations on receiving actual student grades. An
anonymous questionnaire was envisioned to increase participation and ensure access to the student body from
the outstart. However, researching one's students is a logistical and ethical minefield, and for a novice project,
it was deemed more important to increase student participation than receiving a measure of achievement
(Mutch, 2005; Snook, 2003).
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Furthermore, there were logistical issues with scheduling at the institution in question. The participants would
only receive their first term grades well after the optimum questionnaire delivery time had passed. Lastly, even
if grades were collected, they would possibly require standardization, given that this is a writing course with
each of the six instructors giving their subjective scores on the student work. Hence an additional item asking
the participant to name their instructor would be required. This item would weaken student anonymity, so it
was chosen only to use the self-accessed item.
The inclusion of both methodological limitations discussed above would have followed best practice but was
logistically impossible to operationalize given the academic calendar, ethical considerations, and COVID-19
complications. However, that understood future research looking into skill-based anxieties with online delivery
would be supported by adding an in-class delivery control group and a measure of achievement, be it selfaccessed, grade, or test result.
There were other limitations in the sample which needed to be addressed. The largest of these issues is the
overwhelmingly male student body at the institution in question. With concern for the anonymity of female
participants, gender was not asked in the questionnaire. Thankfully, prior studies with in-class delivery, such as
Aida (1994), have shown no difference in gender for skill-based anxiety. Zhang (2019) did not include gender in
her analysis; however, she did mention it as a possible moderator. Elkhafaifi (2005), looking into students of
Arabic, found a significant difference in learning anxiety scores but no difference for skill-based listening anxiety
scores arguing for future investigation in his discussion. The previous research, taken as a whole, tends to show
no significant influence of gender on skill-based anxiety. Unfortunately, the current study could not support that
finding for lessons with online delivery. Looking at online delivery itself, Dutton et al. (2002) did not find gender
preference for online vs. in-class. Lastly, Fujii (2021) also found no difference in male and female responses when
developing the CISAS measure of COVID-19 anxiety. While the evidence presented above supports the present
research, it is vital to acknowledge that the findings are open to criticism regarding the generalizability of the
results across genders.
An additional group ignored in the research is the "repeaters" who could not participate and validate their
experience. Sadly, the number of these students is far too small to survey using an anonymous questionnaire
methodology. However, this cohort may need the most support from their institutions and instructors. It may
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prove to be the most difficult to address given the trend towards limiting risk and substantial criticism in
educational research (O'Neill, 2008).
The FLRAS proved to be unreliable for the cohort and context. Removing the five items from the FLRAS (#08,
#14, #16, #17, and #18) raises questions regarding the instrument itself. As mentioned above, Pae (2012)
removed five items but did not disclose which ones in her paper. Looking through the removed items does raise
interesting questions. Question #8 queries the problem with not pronouncing the word being read. The English
writing course being investigated only had online delivery and no student speaking during this term, so the
question may have been irrelevant to the participants' experience. Next, questions #14 and #16 ask the
participant to self-access their ability and language learning goals which, at face value, seem more related to
motivation rather than anxiety. Lastly, questions #17 and #18 question the need for understanding English
culture. As discussed (see Section 5.2.2 above), the global ubiquity of Anglophone media along with the rise of
English as Lingua Franca may lead to less anxiety when it comes to required English language classes that are
not situated in or geared towards a particular use or cultural context (Luk, 2005). In conclusion, the results here
bring the FLRAS instrument into question while highlighting previously published criticisms of the instrument
(Sparks & Ganschow, 1991; Sparks et al., 2000; Sparks, Luebbers, et al., 2018; Sparks, Patton, et al., 2018).
Another limitation related to the instruments is the single-item measure of computer difficulty. Single-item
measures highlight the discrepancy between best practice and ethics in academic versus private practice
(Wanous & Hudy, 2001). Using the assertion that having some data is better than none, Fisher et al. (2016) argue
that single-item measures are better as control or moderator variables. Continuing, they argue that single-item
measures need a solid construct, are unidimensional, are written so that the meaning is clear to the participant,
and is a broadly measured factor. The above stipulations can apply to the computer difficulty item used herein.
However, they also stated that the single-item measures should not be the central IV or DV and be used with a
diverse sample population. These last two stipulations are harder to justify given the mostly male university
student sample and the computer difficulty measure placed alone in Step 2 of the HMR as argued (see Section
5.2.1 above). To confirm, the why or how of computer difficulty stemming from connectivity, hardware, knowhow, or something else is not claimed in the present paper. Hence, its inclusion was justified with these caveats
understood and declared.
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The last limitation is the change in the structure of the lessons from 2020 to the 2021 school year. This change
is partly due to improvements to the institutional infrastructure and instructor ability after a year and the shift
from ERT to something more like genuine online delivery (Nae, 2020). Changes in the environment are beyond
the researcher's control, but they should be understood and mitigated to the degree possible. Additionally,
these shifts happen suddenly in online and blended delivery leading to many difficulties for the researcher
(Morse, 2021). For the present research, extending online delivery into the 2021 school year helped increase
the number of potential participants while allowing for the comparison of the groups. Still, this was not the case
at the impetus of the study. Fortunately, all students in the English program were kept in online course delivery
through the questionnaire period as a return to in-class delivery was considered. However, by including students
in both groups, it is essential to acknowledge that the nature of the online delivery changed with the students
in the first term of 2020 having no opportunity to use web conferencing software. (e.g., Zoom). Additionally,
some students moved from Moodle to Schoology to Google Classroom, while others only did a single switch
from Moodle or Schoology to Google Classroom. It is hoped to investigate the significance of this change in a
future analysis of the data.
In conclusion, the present study faced various setbacks and challenges in part to COVID-19 but also due to the
mistakes involved in the learning process. While the limitations discussed above weaken the research and point
out deficiencies worth confronting in future research, they are not powerful enough to discredit the findings.
With the caveats imposed by the limitations in mind, the study's implications are presented in the subsequent
section.

6.2. Implications
The researcher's practical and theoretical implications are essential. What on-the-ground assistance can this
research provide to educators? That question will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of the possible
theoretical impact.
Habersaat et al. (2020) advise that increasing resilience and self-efficacy will be the key to tertiary education
going through the COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, Biber et al. (2020) emphasize increasing the quality of
online instruction as part of the efforts needed to decrease student anxiety levels. The study detailed herein has
shown that self-efficacy, as represented by computer difficulty, plays a substantial and significant correlational
role in the writing and reading anxiety experienced by Japanese university students. Furthermore, it shows that
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the impact of COVID-19 is, at the least, varied, with some cohorts experiencing only minor impacts. While
complications were found surrounding the methods and instruments used, the measure of skill-based reading
anxiety, and to a lesser extent COVID-19 anxiety, the findings herein suggest implementing policy and curricular
modifications to increase computer know-how for both student and instructor currently, and going forward in
the post-pandemic world.
Of the most significant interest is the weak influence of COVID-19 on the participants. That is not to say that
there are no students who are experiencing substantial difficulties due to COIVD-19, just that the number of
these significantly troubled students may be smaller than assumed. Hence, it might be best to pull students from
a group of campuses and institutions like the example mentioned above to create a cohort with sufficient
numbers (see Section 5.1 above) (Konan University: Regional Liaison Center, 2021). To that end, COVID-19
mental health resources should not be limited to students in one department or college but interdepartmental
or even become a multi-institutional effort. This effort may be supported by ensuring that student-facing staff
are aware of such events and have a system to introduce a student to mental health services.
Recommendations towards teaching practice would focus on key online course management and computer
know-how. This research showed that computer difficulty was the key to reducing skill-based reading and
writing anxiety for the most significant number of students. Maekawa’s (2021) study affirms that point as she
found technical problems were the most requested issue for improvement in her cohort of similar students to
those covered by the present study. However, the same study also showed significant apathy towards the
lessons in general. While technical know-how is important, student motivation may be a significant problem
worth exploring further.
Like many other skills covered in SLA courses, such as public speaking, computer know-how is not limited to
learning a second language but may also be applied to studies in other subjects. While Russell and Murphy-Judy
(2020) argue for standardized course delivery throughout an institution's online course offerings, in practice and
especially with ERT, a high level of standardization cannot be assumed. Furthermore, SLA courses may use thirdparty websites and software that only apply to language learning. This supposition would be true for other
subjects also. For example, one can assume that a chemistry course will also use specialized software. Finally,
the basic nature of educators means that teaching styles will vary to a degree. So, while complete
standardization is impossible, it should be promoted to the degree possible with the understanding that it is the
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instructor's responsibility to measure incoming students' computer ability and provide technical assistance
during the critical initial lessons and throughout the course.
One scenario demonstrating the intersection of online delivery, skill-based anxiety, and computer know-how
is informed by Zhang’s (2019) meta-analysis. In that paper, she finds that listening anxiety strongly influences
listening performance more than the other skills. This finding makes sense as listening requires a level of focus
that can be hampered by environmental problems like background noise or technical ones like improperly
employed audio devices. This problem may be an issue for the instructor and the students. An inability to
understand the lesson may lead to increased anxiety, which leads to decreased motivation and performance
(Horwitz et al., 1986). Therefore, instructors must do their best to provide quality audio. This instruction is not
a call for all teachers to use a professional microphone and mixer for each lesson, but it is a request that teachers
know how to get the most out of what they have available. For the students, it means knowing how to manage
the audio functions of their device. For example, if students cannot comprehend their teacher because they are
using a poorly connected microphone, they might ignore the instruction. However, that choppy audio might be
the student’s improperly connected headphones. Diagnosing and quickly responding to such issues will become
increasingly crucial for all instructors with online courses as time goes on.
Furthermore, native-speaking instructors may be seen as an unapproachable master of the language,
constantly passing judgment on the student’s ability, so maintaining a casual backchannel for communication,
perhaps in the student’s native language, is recommended (Horwitz et al., 1986; Russell & Murphy-Judy, 2020).
Future research into skill-based anxieties should investigate the difficulty of listening to native speakers
communicating with language learners in web conferencing software. If deemed a significant problem,
interventions to increase the listenability of audio should be created.
The above scenario also illuminates the multi-media, multi-factored nature of online delivery that parallels
the multidisciplinary nature of SLA (Kern, 2006). This understanding connects to Pae’s (2012) study that
quantifiability showed that skill-based anxieties are individual constructs. Studying the interactions of these
anxieties in new contexts follows MacIntyre’s (2017) recommendation to SLA researchers. However, presenting
students with a battery of four instruments for reading, writing, listening, and speaking is too in-depth for most
needs, too long and fatigue-inducing for participants, and lacks contextual items related to online delivery.
Therefore, it would be ideal for a shortened instrument that measures the four skill-based anxieties in the online
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context. A quick instrument like this would be key to having the background information necessary to best
support students in these new learning contexts (Russell & Murphy-Judy, 2020).
Lastly, the chicken-and-egg argument of skill-based anxiety mentioned in the literature review above will be
addressed (see Section 2.1 above). Sparks and Ganschow (1991) argue that ability is the progenitor of anxiety.
In other words, a lack of skill creates anxiety. While MacIntyre (1995) has argued against this, let us assume that
ability is the progenitor of anxiety. Going on this assumption, would it not be best to support student computer
ability to decrease student writing anxiety in online courses? Whether we like it or not, instructors compete with
the gamification of life (Prensky, 2005; Russell & Murphy-Judy, 2020). Therefore, no matter how small, any effort
to increase our computer know-how and pass that on to our students is beneficial.
Furthermore, when an educator has a periciliary technologically proficient cohort, this offers opportunities for
flipped courses where the students teach the teachers, thus increasing student motivation by providing them
agency in a context where agency among learners is curtailed (Norton, 2012). Finally, addressing computerrelated difficulties will help those anxious students and those struggling in this domain. It is a win-win for all
involved with positive implications beyond SLA and COVID-19.
Table 20: Recommendations for teachers and students

Teachers
w Give class time for student feedback on your audio and video quality. Accept that feedback graciously.
w To the degree possible, give the students a sandbox-style assignment at the beginning of the lesson to play with
and explore any website or software used in the course. Also, allow for L1 use during this time.
w Provide technical support and logistic instructions to students in their L1, especially with low-level courses or
students who are new to online education.
w Provide links to institutional mental health facilities and events related to online lessons and COVID-19.
w Do your best to format all student-facing material according to institutional standards. If such standards do not
exist, try to maintain your own constant styles throughout your courses.
w Invest in a good microphone and check your audio quality.
w Watch other online non-educational presenters on websites such as Twitch, if only to see what your students
may be watching.
w Give students the benefit of the doubt to the degree possible when dealing with technological difficulties and
missed or late assignments.
w Keep in mind that students will differ in their experiences, attitudes, and concerns relating to COVID-19. Some
may not be experiencing a significant impact, while others may be suffering.
w Make sure there are ways for the students to reach you through informal, backchannel communication and
reinforce that they are welcome to contact you.
w Develop a way to measure the computer ability of your students at the beginning of a course.
Students
w Provide feedback when teacher audio and video quality is poor. For example, your instructor cannot see the
screen from your point of view.
w Practice using the tools needed for attending the lessons before the lesson begins.
w Be proactive with your devices. Learn how to use them and the many abilities they have. Ask instructors and
peers how they use their devices.
Partially adapted from Russell and Murphy-Judy (2020)
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7.

Conclusion

Leading up to the April start of the 2020-2021 school year in Japan as an educator and parent dealing with the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the researcher felt that were more questions than answers circulating regarding
education and COVID-19. The researcher, who was also teaching English at a university, had an incoming group
of first-year university students to teach online. Just as this was his first time delivering lessons online, it was
probably the students’ first time receiving lessons online too. During this first year, the researcher sensed an
incongruency between the students’ expected reaction to COVID-19 and their behavior in class. As the 20212022 school year began and another group of students matriculated from high school, the incongruency became
even more noticeable. These were first- and second-year university students removed from the traditional inperson course delivery and with it the chance for interaction with classmates. Not only lesson delivery, but
COVID-19 also influenced the entire world around them. One would assume that there would be a powerful
influence on the students, but that influence was not there. The researcher wondered, was COVID-19 a
significant influence on his students? If so, was COVID-19 and this shift to online lesson delivery influencing
students’ experience in his English courses and, in particular, any anxiety they felt?
The researcher has always been interested in the gaps between expectation and reality. Notably, he often had
administrators overestimate the students’ English ability partially because they lacked communicative English
ability themselves. Furthermore, while guiding students on short-term study abroad programs to Aotearoa New
Zealand, the researcher would often see how a student’s image of the country would conflict with their lived
experience. With the present study, an incongruity—a gap between the researcher’s expectation of how online
lesson delivery and COVID-19 was influencing the students and the reality represented in the students’
manner—was discovered and investigated in the research presented above. The results presented suggest that
COVID-19 did not significantly impact the students’ anxiety levels, but computer difficulty did. In other words,
more so than COVID-19, technological know-how was influencing student anxiety. This finding presents an
opportunity for growth. Firstly, some reasoning for the weak influence of COVID-19 is offered.
Why were the students not experiencing increased anxiety related to COVID-19 in their mandatory English
lessons? Japan’s university entrance exams hint at an answer. These exams force primary schools, secondary
schools, and juku to teach the test, with university entrance a beginning and end for a student’s post-secondary
life. Along the way, this ‘test-as-content’ education model leads to learning being strictly orientated towards
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these tests. Learning for the joy of it becomes nullified. Delegating effort to any study not connected to the test
becomes superfluous. So, when students in university must take required English courses but see no connection
to an idealized English using self in the future, these lessons become a case of merely jumping through a hoop,
for which motivation is hard to find. After years of English courses that had no connection to their lived
experience in primary and secondary school, why would university English courses be anything more than a
requirement? If there is only limited institutional and cultural pressure to achieve academically during this
period of education, it follows that these students would experience less anxiety regardless of how much change
COVID-19 was making for them.
Mandatory English lessons for university students may not have the same pressure, but technology use may
be seen differently. Like driving, computer skills may be more tangible to the students and, therefore, there is
more pressure to perform, creating anxiety. These students were somewhat lucky as, prior to the outbreak, the
English department at the university in question had embraced online tools such as English Central and
Schoology to deliver content. Therefore, the department was somewhat ready to go entirely online. Other
departments and universities were not as lucky to have such a foundation. Some institutions had to build their
online lesson delivery systems from the ground up.
Notwithstanding the foundation described above, the instructors may not be as accessible or knowledgeable
to support their students’ technological shortcomings, and when they do, it may only be in English or limited
Japanese. If instructors cannot adequately use technology, the students may have the upper hand merely due
to age, but this innate technological knowledge afforded by youth is only so deep and unevenly distributed
among students. For those keen student outliers having such knowledge offers a great chance to find motivation
by teaching the teacher. However, if this role switching happens too much, the students might begin to question
the bona fides of the teacher have their position. All this time, the remainder of students might find themselves
being told to do something they are assumed to have the ability to complete when they may need additional
support and explicit instruction in their native language. This situation is a recipe for anxiety.
Computer difficulty, COVID-19 anxiety, and trait anxiety as a model made up 17% of the variance in skill-based
writing anxiety in the students investigated. These factors could explain nearly one-fifth of the writing anxiety
brought into the learning environment. That understood, where do we go from here? The significance of the
computer difficulty factor hints at a place to begin as these problems are nothing new. It is good to know that a
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substantial number of students in Japan do not suffer significant negative influences of COVID-19, but a lack of
anxiety suggests that the students may not see required English language lessons as vital to their post-secondary
education. Additionally, those facing significant negative influences COVID-19 may be experiencing correlational
impacts on their achievement and motivation not touched on in the current study.
What we can do now in Japan as educators, especially foreign resident educators like the researcher, is to
understand the technology available to us and implement it as thoughtfully as possible. Additionally, we can find
solace that many of our students have been getting through this time relatively unscathed. Those are two things
we can do in the here-and-now. Changing Japan’s testing and mechanics-focused systems is beyond our ability
and writ as it is a systemic problem. Additionally, it is essential to recognize that this system, for all its problems,
is connected to the culture and society, and any changes may have more significant unforeseen impacts on the
society as a whole.
Outside of Japan, student reactions to COVID-19 may be direr; however, it is safe to say that computer difficulty
in online courses is a factor worth considering, especially as we look towards a post-COVID-19 world with more
integration of hybrid models of teaching and learning. There are many gaps in the existing research about how
online language courses may create a safe space for mistakes and play that otherwise may be embarrassing in
a classroom setting. However, using these tools may require technical assistance best offered in the student’s
native language. The instructor will also need to understand how these new tools work and, most importantly,
when and when not to use them. Lastly, looking closer to something all educators can implement right now is
to confirm the students’ computer ability ideally at the beginning of a course and make sure there are
backchannels for informal communication so feedback and explicit instruction may be delivered freely.
The last two years of teaching online have presented difficulties to educators; however, they also give us
opportunities to try and adopt new technologies we might not have used before. All the institutions that did not
have online delivery or a learning management system in place now have the option to integrate these
technologies into new in-person or mixed delivery courses. It is up to us to learn how to use and implement
these technologies to promote student motivation and decrease harmful anxiety. There is no better time than
now.
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Appendix A: Instrument List and Translation Notes
Instrument

Rationale

English version

Japanese
version
Oshio et al.
(2012)

Items

Native
Check
N/A

Backtranslation
N/A
Native check
performed.

Notes

Ten Item Personality Index (TIPI)

To correct for trait
neuroticism

Gosling et al.
(2003)

Foreign Language Reading Anxiety
Scale (FLRAS)

To measure anxiety when
reading English

Saito et al.
(1999)

Igarashi (2003)

18

June
2021

July 2021
Minor
grammatical
changes.

items #10, #11
regarding Latin script
reading difficulty were
removed.

Daily-Miller Writing Apprehension
Test (DMWAT)

To measure anxiety when
writing English

Daly and Miller
(1975)

Cornwell and
McKay (2000)
(9 items by
researcher)

26

June
2021

9 items were not
included in the
Japanese translation,
so they were
translated by the
researcher.

Fujii (2021)

By researcher

50

June
2021

July 2021
Minor
grammatical
changes.
Minor word
substitutions for
questions 4 and
5.
N/A
Native check
performed.

COVID-19 Infection Spread Anxiety
Scale.
[Daigakusei-han COVID-19 Kansen
Kakudai Fuan Shakudo] (CISAS)

To measure the level of
COVID-19 influenced
anxiety in students

Demographic and Eligibility
Questions (DEMO)

For demographic and
error correction purposes

By researcher

By researcher

3+

June
2021

N/A
Native check
performed.

Originally written in
Japanese.
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10

Back-translation done
by Japanese authors.

Originally written in
Japanese.

Appendix B: TIPI Full Text
Japanese

Gosling et al. (2003)

Oshio et al. (2012)

1

Extraverted, enthusiastic.

活発で，外向的だと思う

2

Critical, quarrelsome.

他人に不満をもち，もめごとを起こしやすいと思
う

3

Dependable, self-disciplined.

しっかりしていて，自分に厳しいと思う

4

Anxious, easily upset.

心配性で，うろたえやすいと思う

5

Open to new experiences, complex.

新しいことが好きで，変わった考えをもつと思う

6

Reserved, quiet.

ひかえめで，おとなしいと思う

7

Sympathetic, warm.

人に気をつかう，やさしい人間だと思う

8

Disorganized, careless.

だらしなく，うっかりしていると思う

9

Calm, emotionally stable.

冷静で，気分が安定していると思う

10

Conventional, uncreative.

発想力に欠けた，平凡な人間だと思う

Here are a number of personality traits that may or
may not apply to you. Please write a number next to
each statement to indicate the extent to which you
agree or disagree with that statement. You should
rate the extent to which the pair of traits applies to
you, even if one characteristic applies more strongly
than the other.
1 = Disagree strongly 2 = Disagree moderately 3 =
Disagree a little 4 = Neither agree nor disagree 5 =
Agree a little 6 = Agree moderately 7 = Agree
strongly

下記の事柄があなた自身にどのくらい当てはまる
かについて、選択肢のうちもっとも適切なものを
選んでください。

Instructions

English
#

Scale
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1 = 全く違うと思う 2 = おおよそ違うと思う 3 = 少
し違うと思う 4 = どちらでもない 5 = 少しそう思う
6 = まあまあそう思う 7 = 強くそう思う

Appendix C: FLRAS Full Text
English

Japanese

Saito et al. (1999)
Copied from Pichette (2009)
I get upset when I’m not sure whether I understand
what I’m reading in English.

Original: Igarashi (2003)
Update: By Researcher

2

When reading English, I often understand the words
but still can’t understand what the author is saying.

私は英文を読んでいると、単語の意味はわかるが
著者の言おうとしていることがあまり理解できな
いことがよくある。

3

When I’m reading English, I get so confused I can’t
remember what I’m reading.

私は英文を読んでいると混乱し、どんなことが書
いてあったのかわからなくなってしまう。

4

I feel intimidated whenever I see a whole page of
English in front of me.

私はびっしりと英語で書かれたものを目の前にす
ると、いつもおじけづいてしまう。

5

I am nervous when I am reading a passage in
English when I am not familiar with the topic.

私はよく知らないトピックの英文を読んでいて緊
張する。

6

I get upset whenever I encounter unknown
grammar when reading English.

私は英文を読んでいてわからない英語文法が出て
くると不安になる。

7

When reading English, I get nervous and confused
when I don’t understand every word.

私は英文を読むとき全ての単語の意味がわからな
いと不安になったり混乱してしまう。

8

It bothers me to encounter words I can’t pronounce
while reading English.

私は英文を読んでいて発音の仕方がわならない単
語があると気になってしまう。

9

I usually end up translating word by word when I’m
reading English in front of me.

私は英文を読んでいると、結局は一語ずつ訳して
しまうが多い。

10

I enjoy reading English.

11

I feel confident when I am reading in English.

12

Once you get used to it, reading English is not so
difficult.

慣れてしまえば、英文を読むことはそれほど難し
くはない。

13

The hardest part of learning English is learning to
read.

英語学習で最も難しいのは読むことである。

14

I would be happy just to learn to speak English
rather than having to learn to read as well.

私は英語を読む力までつけなくても、話す力をつ
けるだけで満足である。

15

I don’t mind reading to myself, but I feel very
uncomfortable when I have to read English aloud.

私は黙読するのは良いが、人前で英文を音読する
のはとても気まずく感じる。

16

I am satisfied with the level of reading ability in
English that I have achieved so far.

私は英文読解能力は今までに習得したレベルで満
足している。

17

English culture and ideas seem very foreign to me.

私は英語の文化や考え方はとても異なるものに感
じる。

18

You have to know so much about English history
and culture in order to read English.

英文を読むためには英語の歴史や文化についてよ
く知らなければならない。

Instructi
Scale
ons

Think about your English Writing course as you
answer the following questions

下記の質問に対して English Writing の授業を想定
しながら回答してください。選択肢のうちもっと
も適切なものを選んでください。
1 = 非常にそう思う 2 = そう思う 3 = どちらでもな
い 4 = そうは思わない 5 = そうとは全く思わない

#
1

私は読んでいる英文をきちんと理解しているかど
うかがわからないと不安になる。

私は英文を読むのが楽しい。
私は自信を持って英文を読んでいる。

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = neither agree nor
disagree 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree
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Appendix D: DMWAT Full Text
English

Japanese

Daly and Miller (1975)
Copied from Pichette (2009)
I avoid writing in English.

Original: Cornwell and McKay (2000)
Update: By Researcher
英語で書くことを避ける。

2

I have no fear of my writing in English being
evaluated.

英語で書いた文章を評価されること心配しない。

3

I look forward to writing down my ideas in English.

自分の意見を英語で書くことを楽しみにしてい
る。

4

I am afraid of writing essays in English when I know
they will be evaluated.

英語で書いた文章を評価されると知っている時、
英語で文章を書くのは怖く感じる。

5

Taking a composition course in English is a very
frightening experience.

英語ライティング授業を受けることはぞっとす
る。

6

Handing in a composition in English makes me feel
good.

英文の課題を提出することは好き。

7

My mind seems to go blank when I start to work on a
composition in English.

英文の課題を書き始める時に頭の中が空っぽにな
ってしまう。

8

Expressing ideas through writing in English seems to
be a waste of time.

英文で意見を述べることは時間を無駄に使う。

9

I would enjoy submitting my writing in English to
magazines for evaluation and publication.

自分の英語文章を出版社に提出することを楽しみ
にします。

10

I like to write my ideas down in English.

自分の意見を英語で書くことが好き。

11

I feel confident in my ability to clearly express my
ideas when writing in English.

自分の英語文章を書く時、意見をはっきり伝える
ことに自信がある。

12

I like to have my friends read what I have written in
English.

英語で書いた自分の文章を友達に読んでもらうの
は好きである。

13

I’m nervous about writing in English.

英語を書くことが不安です。

14

People seem to enjoy what I write in English.

他人が自分の英語文章を読む時、楽しんでいる。

15

I enjoy writing in English.

英語で書くことが好きです。

16

I never seem to be able to clearly write down my
ideas in English.

自分の明確な意見は英語で書きづらい。

17

Writing in English is a lot of fun.

英語で文章を書くことは楽しい。

18

I expect to do poorly in English composition classes
even before I enter them.

英語ライティング授業を受ける前に成績が悪いと
予想する。

19

I like seeing my thoughts on paper in English.

自分の意見を書いた英語文章を見るのは好きであ
る。

20

Discussing my writing in English with others is an
enjoyable experience.

自分の英語文章を他人と話し合うのは楽しいこと
である。

21

I have a terrible time organizing my ideas in an
English composition course.

英語ライティング授業で意見をまとめることが得
意ではない。

#
1
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22

When I hand in a composition in English I know I’m
going to do poorly.

英語文章を提出する時、良い成績は取れないとわ
かっている。

23

It’s easy for me to write good compositions in
English.

英語文章は書きやすい。

24

I don’t think I write as well in English as most other
people.

自分は他人より上手に英語で文章を書けるとは思
わない。

25

I don’t like my compositions in English to be
evaluated.

自分が書いた英語文章を評価されるのは好まな
い。

26

I’m no good at writing in English.

英語文章を書くのは得意ではない。

Instructions Scale

Think about your English Writing course as you
answer the following questions

下記の質問に対して English Writing の授業を想定
しながら回答してください。選択肢のうちもっと
も適切なものを選んでください。

1 = strongly agree 2 = agree 3 = neither agree nor
disagree 4 = disagree 5 = strongly disagree

1 = 非常にそう思う 2 = そう思う 3 = どちらでもな
い 4 = そうは思わない 5 = そうとは全く思わない
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Appendix E: CISAS Full Text
English

Japanese

#

By Researcher

Fujii (2021)

1

If it is OK to go outside?

外出してもいいのか

2

If the local economy will decline?

地元の経済が衰退しないか

3

If things will not go as you think they will?

思うようにならないこと

4

Other people not following preventive measures?

予防や他人への配慮のない人

5

If a natural disaster occurs during COVID?

コロナ禍に災害が起きないか

6

What must be disinfected?

消毒をせねばならないこと

7

Not being able to freely visit your favourite places?

自由に好きな場所に行けないこと

8

How long it will be until you can travel?

いつまで旅行ができないのか

9

The lifestyle you envisioned you would have is passing
you by?

思うように生活が送れないこと

10

If you can use public transportation?

公共交通機関を利用すること

11

If everyday life pre-COVID will return?

以前の日常がいつ戻るか

12

When will you be able to travel abroad?

いつから海外に行けるようになるか

13

The government response being slow?

政府の対応が遅いこと

14

Whether COVID will ever end?

新型コロナウイルスの流行がおさまらないこと

15

Being in crowded places?

人混みにいること

16

The rise of COVID based discrimination

コロナウイルスによって差別が起きないか

17

Personal information about infections being spread?

感染した情報が拡散しないか

18

Having to maintain a self-restraint lifestyle?

また自粛生活にならないか

19

Going to crowded places?

人混みに行くこと

20

Ever feeling comfortable again?

安心できる時間がないこと

21

If you will be able to enjoy spending time with friends or
family again?

人間としての楽しみを行うことができないこと
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22

How long COVID will continue to proliferate?

いつまで新型コロナウイルスの流行が続くのか

23

People coughing or sneezing in front of you?

人前で咳やくしゃみをすること

24

Not getting enough exercise due to lifestyle restrictions?

生活制限で運動不足になっていないか

25

Increased stress due to more time at home

在宅時間の増加に伴ってストレスが増加しないか

26

If your health will be negatively affected

体調を崩してしまわないか

27

Your budget for daily expenses will decrease?

生活費が減ってしまわないか

28

Your interpersonal relations will becoming superficial.

人間関係が希薄になってしまわないか

29

Club events and tournaments in the future

今後の競技生活・部活動

30

Whether you will be able to find work after graduation?

定職に就くことができるか

31

Being able to study abroad?

留学できないこと

32

Once more having to take online lessons?

再びオンライン授業にならないか

33

Whether or not club tournaments will restart?

部活の大会がいつから再開されるかわからないこと

34

If you can keep in communication with your friends?

友達とのコミュニュケーションが取れなくなること

35

The opportunities to find employment are diminishing?

就職雇用が減ってしまうかもしれないこと

36

The expectations of your university life

大学生活の先が見通せないこと

37

Limitations on club activities

部活の活動制限に対する不安

38

Diminishing chances to meet people

人と会う機会が減ってしまう

39

Infections spreading in class

授業で感染が拡がること

40

Being infected at your part-time job

バイト先でコロナに感染してしまわないか

41

Possibly spreading the infection to your family

家族がコロナに感染してしまわないか

42

Not being able to do club activity

部活ができなくなってしまわないか

43

Your grades slipping because of COVID

コロナが影響して成績が落ちないか

44

Decreased income

収入が減ってしまわないか
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Not having a fulfilling university life

大学生活を満喫できないこと

46

Increasing costs

物価が高くならないか

47

Planned events being cancelled

今までできていた企画・行事ができないこと

48

Not being able to meet far-away friends

遠くの友達と会えないこと

49

Not being able to find part-time work

バイトが見つからないこと

50

Not being able to have fun with friends as you have
previously done

友達と今まで通りに遊べないこと

Instructions

Currently, you may be feeling anxiety related to the wide
spread of COVID19. Please answer how much anxiety
you are feeling in regards to about the prompts below.

現在，新型コロナウイルス感染拡大に伴ってどのよ
うな不安を感じていますか。下記の質問に対して自
分はどのぐらい不安を感じましたか？選択肢のうち
もっとも適切なものを選んでください。

0 = Completely not anxious 1 = If I had to say something,
I would say not anxious 2 = If I had to say something, I
would say anxious 3 = Very much anxious

0 = 全く不安でない 1 = どちらかと言えは不安でない 2
= どちらかと言えは不安である 3 = とても不安である

Scale

45
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Appendix F: Classification and Supplementary Questions Full Text
Classification Questions

#

English

Japanese

1

What is your current grade year?

何回生

・1st year
・2nd year
・Over 2nd year
Which class were you enrolled in during the first
term?

・１回生
・２回生
・２回生以上
前期ではどちらの授業を受けたか？

2

3

・English Writing AB
・English Writing CD

・English Writing AB
・English Writing CD
Is this the first time taking this course?

本科目（English Writing AB 又は English Writing
CD）を初めて受講しますか？

・Yes
・No

・はい
・いいえ

Supplementary Questions
1

2

During your English lessons in-class and online
which of these services do you remember using?
(Mark all that apply)

英語授業でどの教材のウェブサイトを使用した
か？（複数回答可）

・[Local LMS name redacted]
・Schoology
・Google Classroom
・I do not remember
I had difficulty using a computer or device to access
class materials and submit assignments in my
English Writing class.
・Strongly agree
・Agree
・Neither agree nor disagree
・Disagree
・Strongly disagree

3

My motivation in English Writing class was
negatively affected due to the course being online.
・Strongly agree
・Agree
・Neither agree nor disagree
・Disagree
・Strongly disagree

4

・[Local LMS name redacted]
・Schoology
・Google Classroom
・覚えていない
English Writing 授業では教材のアクセスや課題を
提出する時、パソコンや端末を使用する際に困っ
たことがあった。
・非常にそう思う
・そう思う
・どちらでもない
・そうは思わない
・そうとは全く思わない
English Writing に対するモチベーションがオンラ
イン式の影響で下がった。
・非常にそう思う
・そう思う
・どちらでもない
・そうは思わない
・そうとは全く思わない
前回の English Writing 授業の成績は満足した。

I was overall pleased with my last English Writing
course grades.

Instructions

・Strongly agree
・Agree
・Neither agree nor disagree
・Disagree
・Strongly disagree
Finally, please answer these questions about yourself
and your English Writing class experience.
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・非常にそう思う
・そう思う
・どちらでもない
・そうは思わない
・そうとは全く思わない
最後に English Writing 授業の経験や自分自身につ
いて質問を答えてください。

Appendix G: Introduction, Consent, Appreciation, Closing and Exiting Text
① Introduction Letter - English
Hello. My name is David Kawabata one of the English Teachers at the [University Name Redacted]. I am
currently studying for a Master of Education at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand. For
my degree I am conducting a research project on how teaching online and the COVID-19 pandemic may have
influenced to your English lessons.
Learning a second language can be especially difficult. It can give you emotional fatigue. I know from learning
Japanese that there are many ups and downs. Sometimes you feel more free, other times you may feel very
anxious. This research will investigate the anxiety students feel when they write or read English. In particular, I
want to focus on how online classes and COVID19 has affected this anxiety.
I am asking all the first- and second-year students in the English Writing course who are taking the Writing AB
or Writing CD class for the first time online at the [University Name Redacted] to join this research.
If you choose to take part in this study, your involvement in this project will be filling out an anonymous online
questionnaire using your smartphone or computer. This questionnaire should take less than 30 minutes. As this
questionnaire is anonymous, I will not be able to, nor do I desire to identify who has participated.
Participation in this research is voluntary. Furthermore, you have the right to withdraw at any stage. There is
no benefit or penalty for participation. Please note that once you click the submit button at the end of the
questionnaire, it will be difficult to find and remove your responses as everything is anonymous.
The results of the project may be published, but as this is an anonymous questionnaire it is not envisioned
that any personal information may be spread. All mentions of your university and department in any published
documentation will not be disclosed to help ensure your anonymity and confidentiality. The raw data of this
questionnaire will be stored in the survey platform, my university issued cloud storage account and my personal
computer. However, please understand the following caveats. The data may also be shared with my supervisors
who will assist with the analysis of the data and the Head of English, [University Name Redacted]. Following the
University of Canterbury’s policy for master’s thesis research, the data will be deleted after 5 years. Please note
that the thesis document will be held as a public document available through the UC Library.
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If you are interested in the outcome of this research, please indicate to the researcher on the final page of
this questionnaire that you would like to receive an executive summary. Those who op-in will receive a single
email at the completion of the research. Opting into this executive summary is optional and your emails are
saved to a separate file to preserve anonymity.
In New Zealand universities and researchers place importance on safeguarding mental health of research
participants. Therefore, to be safe, I ask you to please understand the contents of the questionnaire before
answering it. Questions will ask about feeling anxious when you write or read English for your English Writing
course. There will also be some questions about COVID19 and how has it affected your life and future plans. As
you answer the questionnaire there may be some questions that may make you recall some difficult or stressful
experiences. Because of these reasons I have included information on [Consultation Service Name Redacted]
offered through the [University Name Redacted] [University Health Management Office Name Redacted] below.
If you feel troubled after participating in this research, please contact them for counselling and support.
[url redacted]
Other possible risks include a conflict of interest arising as one of your instructors is asking you to perform
this questionnaire or that you may be asked to disclose information you find personal. To alleviate these
problems, the questionnaire is made to be completely anonymous. I do not have the ability to match a
participant to their responses. This also means I have no way of learning who has or has not participated. A final
risk does exist in cultural misunderstandings. To limit possible misunderstandings all the Japanese used in the
survey has been checked by at least one native speaker. Please remember that you may quit the survey at any
time if you feel that the questions are inappropriate.
This research project is being carried out as a requirement for the Master of Education Course by David
Kawabata (david.kawabata@pg.canterbury.ac.nz). Dr. Tracey Millin (tracey.millin@canterbury.ac.nz) is the
supervisor. She is available to discuss any concerns you may have about participation in the project.
This research project has been reviewed and approved by the University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics
Committee, and participants should address any complaints to the address below.
Ethics approval code: HEC 2021/95
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The Chair, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch
(human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz).
If you agree to participate in the study, please click “yes” on the question below to continue to the consent
form for the questionnaire.
If, at any time you wish to quit the survey, simply close the browser window.

② Introduction Letter - Japanese
こんにちは。[University Name Redacted]の非常勤英語教師、川端デイビッドと申します。現在、英
語を教える一方、ニュージーランドクライストチャーチ市のカンタベリー大学院で教育について学ん
でいます。学位取得のため、オンライン講義とコロナのパンデミックが英語の授業に及ぼす影響につ
いて調査をしています。
第二言語を学習することは特に難しく、精神的に疲れが出ることもあります。私自身日本語を学ん
だので気持ちの浮き沈みがあることを理解しています。第二言語の使用でより自由を感じることがあ
る一方、とても不安を感じることもあります。本研究では、英語を書いたり読んだりする際に学生が
感じる「不安」について調査します。特にオンライン講義とコロナ禍の影響に焦点を置いた研究をし
たいと考えています。
[University Name Redacted]の English Writing AB 又は English Writing CD を初めて受講している１年生と
２年生の全学生にこの研究への参加をお願いしたいと思います。
本研究に参加可能な場合、パソコンやスマートフォンで無記名でのアンケートに記入していただき
ます。アンケートは３０分以内に終了する予定です。無記名のアンケートのため参加又は不参加の確
認はできません。その上、研究者は参加又は不参加の確認を希望しません。
本研究への参加は任意です。参加の有無がその他の損益に関係することは一切ありません。また、
途中でやめることも可能です。ただし、無記名アンケートのため、提出した後で取り消しを申し出た
場合、その回答者の答えを特定し削除することが大変難しくなりますことをご理解ください。
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本研究は、学会誌へ掲載されたり、学会で発表されることがあります。尚、無記名アンケートです
ので個人情報流出などの心配はありませんが、皆様の個人情報を確実に保護するため、論文などに学
校名などの掲載はいたしません。データはアンケートソフト、大学院のクラウドストレージ及び本人
のパソコンに保存します。但し、次の件をご了承ください。分析支援のため指導教員の２名と
[University Name Redacted]の英語教育担当はデータを見る可能性があります。本大学院の論文研究策
に従い、データは５年後に削除する予定です。本修士卒論はカンタベリー大学の図書館で一般閲覧が
可能になります。
本研究の結果に興味がある方は、本アンケートの最後のページに論文要旨のアップデート希望フォ
ームがあります。希望者には研究が終了した際、メールにて論文要旨を送信予定です。論文要旨アッ
プデートの申し込みは任意です。その上で無記名を守るため、登録メールは別のファイルに保存しま
す。
ニュージーランドでの大学と研究者は、研究参加者の 心の健康を重視しています。念の為、アン
ケートの内容をご理解ください。English Writing の授業で英語の読み書きをする際に不安な気持ちに
なるかどうかの質問があります。また、一部の質問はコロナ禍における現状についてです。この質問
はコロナ禍の状況が日常生活や将来の計画に与える影響について調査するためのものです。質問に答
える際、難しいと感じたり大きな負担を感じる可能性があります。そのため、[University Name
Redacted]の[University Health Management Office Name Redacted]の[Consultation Service Name Redacted]に
ついての情報を添付しています。もし、本研究の参加後に相談が必要だと感じた場合は、そちらに連
絡してください。
[URL Redacted]
最後に二つの注意点があります。一つ目は参加者の教師が個人情報についてアンケートに参加する
ことを依頼しています。本問題に対して、無記名アンケートを作成しました。研究者は参加者又は不
参加者の名簿の確認ができません。その上で確認することは希望しません。二つ目の注意点は文化的
な誤解をなくすため、本アンケートの日本語の訂正を最低１名の日本人のネイティブスピーカーに依
頼しました。もしも質問が不適当と感じた場合、いつでもアンケートを終了できます。
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本研究は川端デイビッド（david.kawabata@pg.canterbury.ac.nz）の修士の卒業のために行います。
指導教員の Dr Tracey Millin（tracey.millin@canterbury.ac.nz）に本研究の参加について相談することが
できます。
本研究はカンタベリー大学人間倫理学委員会（The University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics
Committee）の認可を受けています。参加者からの苦情なども受け付けていますので、下記の会長宛
てにご連絡ください。
認可番号：HEC 2021/95
The Chair, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch
(human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz).
本研究を参加同意、下記に「はい」を答えて同意書へつづいてください。
もし、途中で本アンケートをやめる場合は、ブラウザを削除してください。

③ Consent Form - English
Please read and understand the statements below before you continue to the questionnaire.
I have been given a full explanation of this project and have had the opportunity to ask questions.
I understand what is required of me if I agree to take part in the research.
I understand that participation is voluntary, and I may withdraw at any time without penalty. However,
because this is an anonymous questionnaire, removal of my responses after submitting will be impossible. If I
withdraw from the questionnaire prior to submitting my answers will not be recorded.
I understand that any information or opinions I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher, his two
supervisors and the Head of English, [University Name Redacted]. Any published or reported results will not
identify the participants or their institution. I understand that a thesis papers become publicly accessible
holdings of the UC Library.
I understand that all data collected for the study will be kept in password protected electronic form and will
be destroyed after five years.
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I understand that some questions in the survey may bring about difficult feelings or memories and I have been
informed about mental health facilities offered by my institution.
I understand that I can contact the researcher, David Kawabata (david.kawabata@pg.canterbury.ac.nz), or his
supervisor, Dr Tracey Millin (tracey.millin@canterbury.ac.nz), for further information. If I have any complaints,
I can contact the Chair of the University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics Committee at the address below.
University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics Committee, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch (humanethics@canterbury.ac.nz)
By clicking “Yes” below, I agree to the statements above and to participate in this research project.
If, at any time you wish to quit the survey, simply close the browser window.

④ Consent Form - Japanese
アンケートが始まる前に、以下の内容について確認してください。
本研究について詳しく説明を受け、質疑応答もできました。
本研究の参加にあたり、負担などが生じる可能性があることを理解しました。
本研究は任意で、自由に参加できることを理解しています。参加後でも、途中で自由にやめること
が可能ですが、アンケート提出後に個別の回答を抽出し削除することができない場合もあることを承
知しています。提出前にアンケートをやめる場合、回答は削除され登録もしません。
私が回答した情報や意見は研究者、指導教員と[University Name Redacted]の英語教育担当だけが共
有すること、出版した論文などに参加者の名前や大学名などの個人情報が掲載されないことを理解し
ました。また、この卒論がカンタベリー大学図書館の一般蔵書となることも承知しました。
私は研究で集まったデータはパスーワード付きデータストレージに保存され、５年後に全てのデー
タは削除される予定であることを理解しました。
私は本アンケートを回答する中で、難しいと感じたり、大きな負担を負う可能性があるため、本大
学の保険管理センターの心の健康相談についての情報を受け取りました。
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私が研究者（川端デイビッド

david.kawabata@pg.canterbury.ac.nz）又は、指導教員（Millin Tracey

tracey.millin@canterbury.ac.nz）に情報提供を求めることができると理解しました。尚、苦情があれば、
下記のカンタベリー大学人間倫理学委員会長へ申し出ることができることも理解しました。

University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics Committee, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch
(human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz)
上記の件を全て理解しご承知の上、下記の「はい」を選択し、アンケートへとお進みくだ
さい。
もし、途中で本アンケートをやめたい場合は、ブラウザを削除してください。
⑤ Appreciation - English
Deep thanks and appreciation for joining this research in this busy time. Your effort will help David complete
his studies and provide more helpful lessons for you in the future.
Please click the right arrow to finalize your submission.

⑥ Appreciation - Japanese
お忙しい中、本研究へご参加頂き誠にありがとうございます。皆様の協力のおかげで研究を完成す
ることができ感謝いたします。この研究が将来的に学生の皆様の役に立てるものとなるよう努力いた
します。
「→」をクリックし、アンケートを回答してください。

⑦ Closing Text – English
If you are interested in the results of this research, please click the link below to open a new form where you
may submit an email address. Those who sign up will receive a single email after the research is completed.
Participation is voluntary and the email addresses are saved in a separate file from your responses to preserve
your anonymity. If you are not interested, please close this browser window.
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⑧ Closing Text – Japanese
本研究の結果に興味がございましたら、上記のリークを開いてメールアドレスを記入してください。
希望者には研究が終了した際、メールにて論文要旨を送信する予定です。 これは任意です。その上、

無記名を守るために、登録メールは別のファイルに保存します。希望しない方はこのブラウザーウ
ィンドウを閉じてください。

⑨ Exiting Text (For participants who fail the eligibility test) - English
Thank you for your interest. However, the current questionnaire is only for students who are taking their
Writing AB or CD course for the first time.
If you are interested in the results of this research, please click the link below to open a new form where you
may submit an email address. Those who sign up will receive a single email after the research is completed.
Participation is voluntary and the email addresses are saved in a separate file from your responses to preserve
your anonymity. If you are not interested, please click the next arrow to finalize your submission.

⑩ Exiting Text (For participants who fail the eligibility test) - Japanese

本研究にアクセスして下さり、誠にありがとうございます。申し訳ありませんが本研究は English
Writing AB 又は English Writing CD を初めて受講している学生のみ回答可能です。再履修生は条件によ
って異なります。
本研究の結果に興味がございましたら、上記のリークを開いてメールアドレスを記入してください。
希望者には研究が終了した際、メールにて論文要旨を送信する予定です。 これは任意です。その上、
無記名を守るために、登録メールは別のファイルに保存します。希望しない方はこのブラウザーウィ
ンドウを閉じてください。
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Appendix H: Advertisement Documentation
① Information Sheet for Instructors
Hello instructors,
Thank you for advertising the questionnaire to your students. It is a huge help to my research. I envision that
you will do this at the end of your lessons on August 6th after completing the other class material. You may
either have the students perform the questionnaire then, budgeting at least 20 minutes for it to be filled out, or
you can ask them to do it after disconnecting from the zoom. I will leave the questionnaire open until the end
of August.
When you advertise the questionnaire, please make sure make note of the following items to your students.
l

Introduce me as one of the other English instructors at the [University Name Redacted]. Please tell them
that I used to work as an international exchange manager who took Japanese students to New Zealand
to learn English (in reference to the photo in the PPT slide) and that I am now studying online at the
University of Canterbury in New Zealand.

l

Explain that this research is to help me complete my degree but also it will help us provide better lessons
both online and in a mixed in-class/online format.

l

Remind them that the questionnaire is optional. There is no grade or other benefit for doing nor is there
any penalty the questionnaire. Furthermore, they can quit the questionnaire anytime by closing the
browser window.

l

Explain that the questionnaire is completely anonymous. It would be nearly impossible to track down
who did or did not do the questionnaire. Also, because of this, they can answer freely.

l

Explain that only students who are taking the course (English Writing AB or English Writing CD) for the
first time are asked to participate. In other words, students who have taken a [University Name
Redacted] English Writing course in-class before COVID-19 are kindly asked to not participate.

l

Explain that the questionnaire is entirely in Japanese can be done on a computer, tablet or phone and
should take under 30 min.

l

Advise them to only do the questionnaire once.
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There is a consent form with more information the students will have to agree to before moving on to the
questions.
The link to the questionnaire will be posted on your Google Classroom page if students want to do it later in
their own time.
If they want to ask me more about the questionnaire, they can email me in Japanese or English at:
david.kawabata@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
Thank the students for their time and effort in doing the questionnaire.
When you advertise during the Zoom, please use the PPT slide linked below and attached to this document.

② August 6th Advertisement Text - Japanese
Hello! [University Name Redacted]、川端デイビッドと申します。オンライン講義とコロナのパンデミ
ックが英語の授業に及ぼす影響について調査をしています。この間は学生も教師もとても大変な期間
ですよね。
研究のアンケートについてご協力をお願いします。質問は全て日本語で記しており、回答時間は３
０分以内に終了する予定です。
本アンケートは任意です。参加の有無がその他の損益に影響することは一切ありません。その上に
無記名アンケートでの回答となります。
本アンケートは携帯、タブレットやパソコンで回答できます。最初に同意書を求めた後、質問へ続
きます。
将来的に学生の皆様の役に立てるものとなるよう努力いたします。

Thank you,
David
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③ August 6th Advertisement Text – English (For instructors only)
Hello! This is David Kawabata, part time English instructor at [University Name Redacted]. I am doing a study
on how online lessons, and COVID19 has influenced your English lessons. It has been very difficult for teachers
and students alike during this time.
I am asking for your kind assistance with my research questionnaire. All the questions are in Japanese, and it
should take you less than 30 minutes to complete.
This questionnaire is optional. There is no benefit or detriment from participating. Additionally, this
questionnaire is anonymous.
You can complete this questionnaire using a phone, tablet, or computer. After the consent form the questions
will being.
Thanks to your assistance we can make better lessons for you in the future.

④ August 13th Advertisement Text - Japanese
[University Name Redacted] 非常勤講師 川端デイビッドと申します。
Hello! 本通知は最後の Zoom 授業で述べたアンケート回答の募集についてのお知らせです。すでに
回答して下さった方にはお礼を申し上げます。まだ回答して頂いていない方は、今月末まで受付して
います。皆さんがこのアンケートにご協力して頂けたら、今後の英語の授業で役立てることができる
でしょう。そして私の研究にもよい助けとなるでしょう。たくさんの方々のご協力をお待ちしていま
す。
皆さんの夏休みが楽しくになるように望んでいます。
どうぞよろしくお願い致します。ありがとうございました。

Yours truly,
David
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⑤ August 13th Advertisement Text - English (For instructors only)
This is David Kawabata, part time English instructor at [University Name Redacted]
Hello! This notice is regarding the call for participants during the final Zoom lesson. My humble thanks for
those of you who kindly returned the questionnaire. For those who have not yet returned the questionnaire,
you can contribute as submissions are open until the end of the month. I am humbly awaiting the cooperation
of many students.
I hope you all have a fun summer vacation. Thank you for your support.
Yours truly,
David
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⑥ Advertisement Poster & PowerPoint Slide

David Sensei guiding
university students in New
Zealand

w Anonymous
Questionnaire
w Participation
voluntary
w Personal
information not
questioned
w Within 30 minutes
w Computer and
smartphone
responses OK
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Appendix I: Ethics Approval Letters
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